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ABSTRACT

SALMON, SCALES, AND STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION: TRANSBOUNDARY
WATER GOVERNANCE IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Laurel Stark, M.S., M.A.
George Mason University, 2017
Thesis Director: Dr. Susan Hirsch

This thesis describes the impact of local stakeholder engagement on the governance of
transboundary resources in the Pacific Northwest. The case study discusses how two
local stakeholder groups—the Coast Salish Gathering and Salmon Beyond Borders—
engaged with inter-lapping governing processes and jurisdictions regarding shared
salmon populations from 2015 to 2017. After describing the methods of engagement, it
finds that local stakeholders used networks of action to influence political scales by using
a deliberative framework focused on dialogue and cooperation through shared respect for
place, science and education; furthermore, it finds the engagement of local stakeholders
contributed to governance re-scaling processes, toward both local and international
domains. This thesis aims to assist analysis of how public participation is carried out
across and between political jurisdictions.

x

1. INTRODUCTION

Few entities are more resonant or representative of the North American Pacific
Northwest (PNW) than the wild salmon (Salmonidae Oncorhynchus). The regional
ecology illustrates the importance of a healthy salmon population; salmon are tied to
many species—from crab, to killer whales, to humans, a dramatic shift in population size
or health may irrevocably alter the interconnected food web. Human life in the PNW is
further connected to salmon through economic, personal-use, and symbolic relationships.
The severe salmon population decline over the past several decades demonstrates a
conflict catalyzed by human activity through overfishing, industrialization, pollution, and
changes in patterns of use. Ecological and economic impacts are currently being
experienced; issues of identity and livelihood are also at stake. Shared rivers, waterways,
and bodies of water characterize the region; the migrating salmon that arbitrarily swim
between political borders characterize it, as well. Changes in fishing practice, pollution
control, and recreational activity are necessary to sustain the salmon population for future
generations. Decisions must be made; determining the most-applicable jurisdiction,
however, is not a simple procedure.
The North American PNW is geographically and politically a juncture of
jurisdictions—multiple municipalities, states, provinces, countries, and indigenous
nations operate within the region across constructed boundaries—a bordering and
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ordering of society. Parts of Alaska, Washington, and Oregon, of the US, and British
Columbia, of Canada, territorially constitute this region, although no strict borders exist.1
And varied watersheds permeate the area, as well. Transboundary watersheds are not
unique; in fact, they cover more than half of the planet’s surface.2 Studying the juncture
of these jurisdictions provides an opportunity to learn about activism across boundaries;
the findings may be applicable to a multitude of future studies.
Local communities engage with salmon in a variety of ways, and their
expectations of sustainable use differ. Moreover, local stakeholders also have different
expectations for how they ought to be involved in the process of governing these
resources. While connected through regional and cultural practice, notions of democratic
participation vary greatly between communities and jurisdictions in the Pacific
Northwest. Some communities focus on local-level practices, while others largely work
toward changes in federal regulations; updating accessibility to specific streams requires
a different audience compared to mandating water quality standards, for example. Local
stakeholders promote their interests in sustainable transboundary salmon stocks by
engaging with different decision-making bodies and governing processes in a variety of
ways; exploring these dynamics aims to help readers better conceptualize and participate
in processes of shared resource governance. To cultivate this framework, I ask the
following question: How do local stakeholders engage with different governing
1

Sometimes northern California, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and the Yukon Territory are also included in
the PNW region, which is sometimes referred to as Cascadia. The term recounts a connection to the
Cascades, a dominant mountain range in the region.
2
Kaufman et al., “Transboundary Fresh Water Disputes and Conflict Resolution,” 39. In this context,
‘transboundary’ refers to the bounding of international borders. More than 40% of the human population
lives within a transboundary watershed.
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jurisdictions to promote the responsible governance of transboundary resources in
the North American Pacific Northwest?
The management and long-term governance of salmon and water in the PNW will
continue in perpetuity, or until the resources run dry. These decisions and practices are,
and will continue to be, carried out through commissions, treaties, and unilateral bodies.
Describing and analyzing how stakeholders engage with these processes assists scholars
in conceptualizing a deepening democracy in arenas characterized by multiple
jurisdictions. It also assists the PNW community in illustrating perceptions of what is at
stake in the declining salmon stock, and what methods of mobilization may best be used
to address said problem.
The case study utilizes two local stakeholder groups, the Coast Salish Gathering
and Salmon Beyond Borders, to illuminate how salmon-related public engagement was
performed from 2015 to 2017. These groups used different methods to engage with interlapping governing processes, but both utilized networks of action and deliberative
techniques in their aim of problem solving. These organizations thus complemented each
other in this regional analysis, providing an illustration of re-scaling processes that are
occurring toward local and international jurisdictions.
The research project prepares the audience to better reflect on the processes of
shared resource governance in the Pacific Northwest. In the academic field, this
knowledge situates how stakeholders interact with various scales of governing bodies
including local, state/provincial, national, tribal, and international institutions. On the
practical level, it provides a contextualized illustration of action in the field.

3

1.1 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is organized through chapters: it begins by providing a literature
review to situate the research project within the academic literature of related fields. This
literature review focuses on governance, stakeholders, and scale; the process of
governance, the role of stakeholders in governing processes, and the scaling of these
processes through inter-lapping scales helps to contextualize stakeholder engagement.
Next, this paper briefly provides information about the Pacific Northwest, the regional
locale of the project. It situates the salmon conflict and thus the relevance of this research
project and its applicability to the chosen literature, before discussing the research
methodology in Chapter 4. The next chapters recount the outcome of the research:
Chapter 5 discusses methods of engagement and conceptualizations of scale, scale being
a more blurred and less distinct category than previously assumed; Chapter 6 discusses
how local stakeholders used deliberative techniques like dialogue, which were expressed
through place-based values, scientific illustration and science, to deepen governing
practices through meaningful participation. Chapter 7 addresses how the participation of
local stakeholders in governing processes re-scales dominant discourses of jurisdiction,
focusing on local and international scales. In conclusion, Chapter 8 consolidates and
reviews the project in whole; it presents opportunities for application of the findings, and
suggestions for future research.

4

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This thesis documents how local stakeholders engaged with different
communities and decision-making bodies to promote the responsible governance of
transboundary resources in the North American Pacific Northwest, referring to the
salmon and waters that cross multiple political and social boundaries. To situate the
transboundary governance of salmon, and the role of stakeholder participation and
engagement in this process, it is first necessary to discuss governance as a concept. After
governance has been illuminated, stakeholders are defined and discussed in regard to
their participation in governing processes. Lastly, this chapter discusses how these
governing processes are carried out through scales, referring to the varied constituencies
that are encompassed in governing processes, and the methods used to border these
populations. Illuminating the politics associated with scales, and the relationships of
actors within and between scales, is necessary to situate how transboundary resources are
governed, and the role of stakeholders in these processes. Subsequently, these concepts
are applied to the Pacific Northwest context to situate the thesis.

2.1 Governance
Broadly speaking, governance refers to the numerous ways a society may
organize to accomplish specific goals. The term government refers to a state’s monopoly
on the legitimate use of force and formal institutions through which they exert power;

5

governance, meanwhile, places emphasis on process, and is a term gaining frequency of
use.3 The global shift to address governance rather than government has been occurring
for some time; in 1993, Jan Kooiman referred to governing as “all those activities of
social, political and administrative actors that can be seen as purposeful efforts to guide,
steer, control or manage (sectors or facets of) societies.”4 While perhaps broad, this
definition clearly situates the breadth of governance, and its relevance to human life and
how a society organizes. In this vein, governance is a term that largely resonates with
democratic notions of representation: the role of citizens is acknowledged and held up as
the standard. While government and governance are both concerned with the organization
of society and mobilization of action, government places emphasis on outcome, while
discussions of governance largely focus on mechanisms and processes, and a much
broader range of actors.
While acknowledging many interpretations of ‘governance,’ British scholar Gerry
Stoker writes that governance involves the blurring of public and private sectors, thus
expanding the scope of actors, and responsibility to address social and economic issues,
which he claims occurs through five propositions that may act as tools to analyze changes
in governing processes:
1. Governance refers to a set of institutions and actors that are drawn from but
also beyond government.
2. Governance identiﬁes the blurring of boundaries and responsibilities for
tackling social and economic issues.
3. Governance identiﬁes the power dependence involved in the relationships
between institutions involved in collective action.
3

de Loë et al., “From Government to Governance: A State-of-the-Art Review of Environmental
Governance,” p. iii.
4
Kooiman, Modern Governance, 2.
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4. Governance is about autonomous self-governing networks of actors.
5. Governance recognizes the capacity to get things done which does not rest on
the power of government to command or use its authority. It sees government as
able to use new tools and techniques to steer and guide.5
The expansion of relevant players and issues, illustrated through the governance
concept, more accurately reflects the messiness of decision-making processes and
practices; acknowledging the complexities of decision-making, societal organization, and
mobilization is important when analyzing communities. Addressing both formal and
informal institutions provides insight into how a society operates. For example, norms of
behavior and insights from respected elders and experts of a community often act as
influencers even if they are not part of the formal government structure. Including both
governmental and non-governmental actors and institutions adds complexity and perhaps
an ambiguity regarding who is responsible for what, and this blurring of boundaries
should be acknowledged if a holistic analysis is to take place.
Power dependence refers to the reliance of organizations and collectives on one
another to achieve an outcome, whether the outcome comes to fruition or not. Thus, the
dependence relies on trust, a willingness to accept uncertainty is also implied; there are
no guarantees an outcome will come to fruition.6 Trust in the intentions and competence
of other actors is necessary for collaborative processes, as is openness. Stoker’s fourth
tenet refers to networks of actors. Autonomous self-governing networks of actors, or
regimes, maintain a significant role in making governing decisions, thus providing norms

5
6

Stoker, “Governance as Theory,” 17–19.
Ibid., 22.
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and order to society.7 Using and acknowledging the role these networks play in the
organization and outcomes of society is important; it is not only legal and official
decisions that shape social, political, and economic life. The collaboration and
relationships among these actors impact societal structure and culture, too. This claim
relates to the fifth and final characteristic, we well: governance recognizes the capacity of
non-governmental entities to impact society, and the flexibility of governing strategies.
Each of these five tenets of governance do not claim to be positive attributes of
current processes, but are rather tools for analysis. It is helpful to use this framework
because governance involves the processes and interactions that dictate behavior and
accountability in society, through a variety of means. Because salmon and water
transcend distinct jurisdictions, a multi-level, collaborative understanding of governance
is appropriate to this thesis.
Deepening Stoker’s five propositions, and working toward a more comprehensive
vision of the seriousness of partnerships and collaboration, with a focus on individual
participation, this thesis uses Aaron Wachhaus’ notion of governance. Wachhaus uses
‘governance’ to refer to adaptable decision-making processes that include references to
power, relationships, and accountability; this multi-level collaboration thus expands
beyond representation and institutionalization (government).8 Wachhaus is informed by
Mary Parker Follett’s concept of power-with, which illuminates how community is

7

Ibid., 23–24. These networks often act as self-regulators, and thus their actions should be questions
through a lens of self-interest.
8
Wachhaus, “Governance Beyond Government.”
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formed through participation.9 This notion of participation and use of institutions and
structures that inform and shape governing practice is expanded further in the discussion
of stakeholders later in this literature review. While Wachhaus discusses de-centralized,
non-hierarchical forms of organization as a characteristic of closing the gap between
governed and governing, he still acknowledges the role that institutions have in current
systems, and the importance scholars and practitioners place on them, as well as the
cooperation that is characteristic of such processes.10 Thus, governing refers to the
processes of collaboration and decision-making that various actors use to shape their
societies; government institutions are one aspect, but they are not exclusive to or
excluded from these processes. The anarchic system of cooperation between actors and
institutions works together and informs and creates the system of society.
Rob de Loë et al. highlight governance as a procedure—the process of decisionmaking is as important as the actual outcome of decisions and actions. Thus, inclusion
and participation of those affected by decisions is more vital to this notion of governance
than previous understandings of government.11 Wachhaus further expands on this notion;
governance, he claims, is “…fundamentally about power, relationships and
accountability,” using participation to highlight the importance of collaboration and the
individual within a collective.12 Jan Kooiman also focuses on the importance of exchange

9

Ibid., 575.
Ibid., 573, 575-576. Wachhaus characterizes human nature as oriented toward cooperation over
competitive self-interest.
11
de Loë et al., “From Government to Governance: A State-of-the-Art Review of Environmental
Governance,” iii, 9.
12
Wachhaus, “Governance Beyond Government,” 574, 582. He argues that the unique perspectives and
skills of diverse individuals aid the productivity and success of organizing bodies
10
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and interaction in governing processes, as does John Dryzek and other proponents of
deliberative and discursive democracy.13
Perhaps Ryan Gibson most eloquently elucidates four commonalities of
governance definitions: first, governance is a process (formal or informal); second,
partnerships (and a multitude of types) are essential; third, governance requires collective
decision-making by stakeholders; and lastly, governance is distinct from government.14
This thesis uses his four tenets as a reference point; it asserts that process and
partnerships are integral to governance in the PNW context; however, it differs in the last
two concepts. This thesis argues that decision-making is perhaps too strict of a
participatory category for stakeholder involvement; stakeholders can and do participate in
a variety of ways, which is discussed later in this literature review. Lastly, for the purpose
of this thesis, while governance is a concept distinct from government, it recognizes that
government and governmental institutions are notable aspects of governance, which helps
analysis of local stakeholder engagement with governing processes in the PNW.
Governance as a general concept has been discussed. The next section further elaborates
on environmental and water governance.
2.1.1 Environmental Governance
As Stoker described in his five tenets of governance, government institutions are
not the only decision-makers to substantively contribute to the scape of society; private
entities and individuals impact it, as well. This notion of multiple influencers is

13
14

Kooiman, Modern Governance, 6; Dryzek, Deliberative Democracy and Beyond, p. v-vi.
Gibson, “Primer on Collaborative Multi-Level Governance,” 4.
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exemplified in environmental conflicts: air pollution, building hydroelectric dams, and
chemical spills, for example, drastically impact the global environment, and are largely
committed by private industries. Rob de Loë et al. define governance as a method used to
analyze the ways in which societies organize to accomplish goals; “…the processes and
institutions through which societies make decisions that affect the environment,” they
claim, is thus environmental governance.15 This definition of governance is goal-oriented,
which fits into Stoker’s fifth tenet.
While environmental governance can easily be interpreted as governance as it
applies to environmental issues and earth systems, de Loë et al. also highlight that
environmental governance is dynamic and multi-level; they discuss the role of non-state
actors, and the often-normative dimension of the concept.16 Sustainability, for example, is
largely promoted through environmental governance. While long-term prosperity is not a
radical aim, attention to ‘sustainability’ is political, and largely pushes a normative notion
of acceptable, responsible behavior. This normative component is often present in
discussions of environmental governance, which presents another layer for analysis.
Seanna Davidson and de Loë discuss the role of environmental non-governmental
organizations (ENGOs) as norm entrepreneurs, changing water-sharing governing
process toward a more collaborative practice in their study of Canada’s Lake Simcoe in

15

de Loë et al., “From Government to Governance: A State-of-the-Art Review of Environmental
Governance,” iii, 9.
16
“A consensus is emerging that environmental governance should involve forms of group decisionmaking that accommodate diverse views, that networks and hybrid partnerships among state and nonstate actors are needed, that shared learning is critical, and that governance should provide opportunities
for adaptability and positive transformation. This view reflects the fact that environmental governance is
inherently dynamic and multi-level,” Ibid., iv, 12.
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Southern Ontario.17 These ENGOs used cultural, social, political, and resource
mobilization skills to influence governing processes: they gathered and analyzed
scientific data; acted as conduits of information between technical experts, citizens, and
politicians; and broke down barriers across social and institutional divides.18 By
promoting institutional change and participating in governmental and non-governmental
practices, non-governmental entities alter practice and influence action. Thus,
governmental actors are not the only relevant actors in governing processes; nongovernmental actors are also key. ENGOs are one method of organizing, however,
individuals, campaigns, and unofficial systems and affiliations also have a role to play.
2.1.2 Water Governance
This thesis uses de Loë et al.’s definition of water governance, which they write is
“…the range of political, social, economic and administrative systems that are in place to
develop and manage water resources…at different levels of society.”19 This definition
refers to the rules, norms, processes of decision-making, and practices associated with
water-related resources. While water and fisheries-related resources both fit into the
environmental governance framework, water governance provides additional depth to the
PNW context. The mismatch between political borders and movement of natural
resources like water and salmon is discussed by Emma Norman in the context of

17

Davidson and de Loë, “The Changing Role of ENGOs in Water Governance,” 62-64.
Ibid., 63.
19
de Loë et al., “From Government to Governance: A State-of-the-Art Review of Environmental
Governance,” 2. This definition is largely based on that of the Global Water Partnership’s; Leb further
elaborates on the emergence of a “general duty to cooperate as a principle of international water law,”
27. This duty is perhaps yet to become convention, but does provide insight into the role of law in
establishing norms and influencing action.
18
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transboundary waters along the Canadian/United States border.20 Multiple jurisdictions
along this border implies the governing processes are not uniform or matched, often
leading to problems. Norman focuses on the transborder situation, however, she focuses
on it from a lens of indigeneity, claiming that the border itself is a form of active
colonization.21 This thesis acknowledges that focusing on solely the nation-state border
between Canada and the United States would reify the border and further deny the agency
of multiple indigenous nations that have lived within and across these created constructed
boundaries.22 Indigenous peoples with sovereign claims to the land have used these
transboundary resources in a myriad of ways for thousands of years; including these
perspectives and activism activities is integral to accurately illustrating the situation.
Thus, the boundaries of the Pacific Northwest include internationally recognized borders
(Canada, US), as well as geographical boundaries (i.e. mountain ranges and watersheds),
as well as social/political borders that exist between groups of people including intertribal, native/non-native, and non-native/non-native relationships.
Norman clarifies that debates about water governance concern “…the
mechanisms and institutional frameworks through which decisions about water are
made,” including more than the narrow mechanisms of government of specific states,
nations, or municipalities.23 Considering these layered dynamics is sometimes referred to

20

Norman, Governing Transboundary Waters, 1.
Ibid., 4.
22
The indigenous peoples within the current borders of Canada and the United States refer to themselves
in a variety of ways; First Nations is commonly used to refer to the tribes, bands, and Nations in Canada,
while Native American and Alaska Native is commonly used in the United States. This thesis endeavors to
utilize the language that each group identifies itself.
23
Norman, Governing Transboundary Waters, 30-31.
21
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as the political ecology approach; this thesis does not rely on the term, but the label may
provide the appropriate epistemological approach.
Water governance, Schultz et al. argue, is both a normative and analytical
concept; it is normative in that governance advocates for the inclusion of stakeholders
and society in water-related political processes, a shift away from the rigidity of
government. 24 It is analytical, they argue, in that water governance provides a framework
through which to analyze its three dimensions: polity, politics, and policy.25 These three
reference points (polity, organizational elements of the community; politics, the power
relations within and between the community(ies) and decision-related processes and
actors; and policy, the mechanisms used to achieve said outcomes) provide a framework
through which to analyze governance. This framework can be used to join environmental
governance’s sustainability orientation with Norman’s bordering and hydrosocial
framework.
This chapter has largely focused on the role of various bodies in governing
processes, highlighting the role of non-governmental actors. Another characteristic that is
encompassed within governance is that of law, which promotes responsible behavior,
equal treatment, accountability, and predictability. Christina Leb argues that law is one
tool that promotes cooperation between interdependent communities regarding water-use
when she discusses how expectations of cooperation become norms through international
law; normative expectations thus can have concrete consequences with legal

24
25

Schulz et al., “The Value Base of Water Governance,” 241–42.
Ibid., 242.
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ramifications.26 Leb elaborates that notions of reciprocity and mutual benefit become
more prevalent through customary practice and law in riparian states. Across the 5,525
miles of Canada/US border, hundreds of rivers, lakes, and aquifers flow in countless
directions.27 The interdependence and expectation of reciprocity is thus specifically
relevant to Canada/US relations, where the upstream/downstream status is exchanged at
different locales. International law has a defined role in PNW resource sharing processes.
The role of law, institutions and organizational structures, and the power relationships
among actors are three relevant levels of analysis that present tools to analyze governance
as a process.

Governance is thus carried out through a myriad of methods, and through various
bodies. The final report of de Loë et al. clearly highlights the importance of where and
how governing processes occur, concisely stating that “spatial and temporal scales are
critical” tools for conceptualizing social and ecological systems.28 The specific
institutions, decision-making bodies, and actors involved in governing, as well as the
time in which these actions are carried out, are relevant arenas for analysis. These arenas
are called scales. The role of stakeholders as potential conduits of communication and
change is integral in these scales of governance. The next section discusses stakeholders

26

Leb, “One Step at a Time,” 22.
Norman, Governing Transboundary Waters, 5.
28
de Loë et al., “From Government to Governance: A State-of-the-Art Review of Environmental
Governance,” 14.
27
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before the literature concludes with a conversation on the politics of scale, which situates
the governance of transboundary resources in the PNW.

2.2 Stakeholder Participation
In the 1980s, R. Edward Freeman put forward a theory of stakeholders from a
management perspective that has shaped stakeholder-related discussions in many fields:
Freeman argues that a stakeholder is an individual or group that may affect, or is affected
by, an organization’s purpose, and that organizations have a duty to include stakeholders
in discussions for the organization’s competitive advantage, which also happens to be the
morally acceptable behavior.29 His argument marked a departure from the business
culture of the time, as well as the logic of organizers, which largely considered elite
shareholders as the only relevant players in decision-making. Solely involving those who
can affect decision-making (i.e. managers and decision-makers themselves) had long
been the standard; making the definition symmetric and also including those who are
affected by these decisions at the table reflects the idea that external and internal systems
are not static.30 In other words, outside factors can affect internal organizations, and vice
versa. Acknowledging this relationship more accurately reflects reality and thus more
accurately predicts future business trends. The blurring of in- and out-groups parallels the
blurring of government and non-governmental entities in governance theory, which was
discussed in the previous section. Freeman’s definition expands the definition of
stakeholders, yet it is too narrow for the scope of this thesis: Freeman looks only at how

29
30

Freeman, Strategic Management, iv, 25. The term ‘stakeholder’ was first used in the 1960s.
Ibid., 46.
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actors may impact or are impacted by an organization’s purpose; this thesis considers
stakeholders as those who are affected by changes in practice and/or managerial
decisions, as well, not solely the purpose. This distinction is important, especially in the
context of broad governing processes, because purpose, process, and outcome are often
not one and the same.
However, Freeman’s argument is still helpful; in the management context,
relevant stakeholders include employees, owners, suppliers, media, governments,
competitors, and consumers, to name a few. Thus, the notion of having a ‘stake’ has been
expanded from relevant managerial power to include all those who are affected in the
group. In broader governance terms, institutions, individuals, local governments, and
external governments are all relevant stakeholders. Engaging the stakeholder approach
aims to encourage groups to “be more responsive to the external environment,” which
Freeman proposes in Strategic Management.31 The encouragement and conceptualization
of duty and expectation influences current governance conceptualizations. This broad
expectation of inclusion has become more widely accepted, and is especially important to
environmental discussions, because the global community is often impacted by
environmental conflicts—climate change, for example, impacts all, no matter the cause.
Expanding the definition of a ‘stake’ beyond fiscal terms reflects a global shift toward
valuing both economic and social relevance.
Elisabet Cots expanded the stakeholder theory to include further social aspects;
social capital, she writes, “…refers to the advantages created by actual and potential
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resources embedded in social relationships among actors,” thus connected to the
networks of stakeholders.32 The multi-dimensional concept fits well into the framework
of stakeholders, because it, too, is focused on relationships and the positive benefits that
can be seen through their acknowledgement. Cots writes that stakeholder social capital
has three key benefits; it can act as a solidarity weaver, as a means of managing
collective action, and as a facilitator of intellectual capital.33 These dynamics present a
framework for addressing how stakeholders meaningfully engage. The term, however, is
not without criticism. Some indigenous representatives find the term ‘stakeholder’
problematic when applied to their groups because it fails to acknowledge their sovereign
right to their ancestral territory. Sometimes the term ‘interest group’ is used in its place,
as an attempt to address this valid criticism. However, because I do not wish to look at
singular interests of population bases, that term is problematic for this paper. As I have
yet to find a better term, I use stakeholder, and draw attention to its problematic aspects. I
endeavor to respectfully recount the viewpoints of indigenous communities and all
parties who have a stake in transboundary resource governance in the Pacific Northwest,
including all relevant nations and governing bodies; the term stakeholder is not meant to
diminish any claims of sovereignty, or to be used as a normative comparison.
‘Stakeholder’ is used in this paper to describe those with a ‘stake’ in the region’s shared
resources. Who then is a stakeholder?
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When discussing coal mining in Appalachia, Susan Hirsch and Franklin Dukes
provide a helpful schema for categorizing stakeholders in a conflict based on three
relational dimensions: the potential for gain and/or loss; the degree of interest; and the
extent of influence.34 These categorizations are not strict distinctions, but often blurred.
From this standpoint, one can surmise that stakeholders are those that can influence, or
are influenced by, a conflict’s outcome and/or resolution processes, or, in other words, a
stakeholder is an individual or group who is affected by the process or outcome of a
conflict or decision, who may or may not be present. For the purpose of the thesis, this
characterization situates PNW stakeholders as individuals and organizations as those that
have any type of interest, potential for gain or loss, or influence on the decline of salmon
stock and salmon health in the PNW.
Stakeholders can be organized in a variety of ways; to avoid making a value
judgement on the importance or relevance of certain stakeholders over others, I do not
use the term primary or secondary stakeholder which many scholars including Edy
Kaufman, Aaron Wolf, and their colleagues characterize as problematic. Kaufman and
Wolf are key scholars in the field of transboundary water conflicts. They discuss the
relevance and significance of local (stakeholder) participation in water conflicts, and
characterize this participation as helpful by promoting process and collaboration which
works to move away from adversarial positioning.35 The participation of local
stakeholders is integral in water conflicts; “ownership” is a key aspect for the successful
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implementation of a plan/solution, and locals, by identifying as local, take on that
ownership.36 Local stakeholders specifically have a stake in the conflict, and often have
ideas about productive solutions that may be executed with efficacy.
Kaufman et al. also comment on the “realpolitik” power asymmetries of
decision-making which is often based on upriver/downriver differences, and the
relationships between stakeholders and relevant institutions.37 Upstream neighbors
maintain more power than downstream neighbors, having the ability to affect the quantity
and quality of outflows. Institutions with financial and social resources also maintain
more power than those with less, due to their ability to control and enact change, or
sustain status quo. Because of the changing directional flow of water along the
Canada/US border, and the longstanding, multi-issue relationship, the power dynamics
involved in the PNW are multi-faceted.38 Along the Northern British Columbia/Southeast
Alaska border, for example, multiple watersheds run from Canada to the US; Canadian
actors can thus influence the American environment through mining activity, which has
caused concern for stakeholders on both sides of the border. However, this activity at this
one site does not define the Canadian/American power dynamics or relationship, which is
substantial in both time and distance.
Power-related discussions are involved in decisions regarding who is included and
excluded in governing and dialogue practices, and who is reported about in news articles.
These political decisions have ramifications, and it is difficult to fully reflect on or
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address the depth of these political acts.39 Recognizing expressions of power and power
imbalances, however, are important to these governing processes. Acknowledging who is
considered a relevant stakeholder is especially pertinent to the topic at hand. Relating to
how different methods of community action are carried out, and thus which voices are
included, excluded, and considered relevant or impactful, is necessary for the discussion
of stakeholder participation in governance. These points of analysis are helpful for this
thesis because they provide insight into how various stakeholder groups may operate and
interact in governing processes, and the power they may have to shape discussions and
relationships with decision-making bodies.
Stakeholders can organize and act in a myriad of ways: individuals, networks,
organizations, and non-governmental organizations are key examples. Historically,
environmental non-governmental organizations (ENGOs) aimed to enhance democracy
by voicing concerns and holding the government accountable through pressure. Davidson
and de Loë discuss the role of ENGOs in Lake Simcoe’s Canadian political scene; these
ENGOs articulated their stake in environmental conflicts and acted by shaping and
framing debate, constructing coalitions and mobilization efforts.40 This thesis uses this
context as a springboard; local stakeholders, like ENGOs, organize and participate in a
broad range of governing processes. A growing bodies of literature comments on the
increasingly substantial role that civil society has in governing processes; in Lake
Simcoe, ENGOs acted as a resource providing scientific expertise, worked jointly with
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governments to draft agreements/policy, and acted as a sort of ‘watchdog,’ monitoring
government and industry action.41 Thus, the expanding role of ENGOs and other nongovernmental actors presents an opportunity to question how these processes are carried
out in the PNW context. The stakeholder groups used as a case study in this thesis act in a
similar capacity to ENGOs, and thus this characterization is helpful as a starting point.
Furthermore, such a description provides insight into the significant shift away from
protest and advocacy as the limited role of ENGOs, expanding participation toward a
more diverse scope of activity, which includes acting as institutional entrepreneurs—
initiating and implementing changes in institutional practice.42 The role of stakeholders in
environmental conflicts has thus expanded which justifies an exploration of how they
impact different governing practices. This broadening role demonstrates a shift toward a
relatively new vein of democracy, which includes discourse and enhanced engagement
and participation of various individuals and groups that have a stake: John Dryzek’s
concept of deliberative democracy.
Aaron Wachhaus elaborates on the role of stakeholders, arguing that governance
emerges from the interaction of active stakeholders in organized or disorganized
manners.43 As the public is included, governing processes become more transparent,
decision-makers are held more accountable, and opportunities for corruption decline;
including the public as stakeholders increases participation and democratic principles, as
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well as efficacy.44 The increased recognition by academics in the governance field that
non-governmental actors are “exerting greater levels of influence over governance
systems and contributing in novel ways to governance processes,” situates the relevance
of this thesis project as applicable to governance and stakeholder discussions.45 Davidson
and de Loë further expand on the role of stakeholders in environmental conflict,
commenting that ENGOs act as a link across scales; a conduit of cultural and scientific
knowledge; “‘upstreaming’ the concerns of local communities, and ‘downstreaming’ the
debates and agreements of regional, national, and international institutions” to
localities.46 Thus, stakeholders impact governance across jurisdictions, or scales.

This section discussed the theoretical conception of stakeholders before reflecting
on how stakeholders participate in conflict resolution and governing processes. The next
section discusses the politics of scale and its relevance to governance and stakeholder
participation.

2.3 Discussions of Scale
Notions of scale and polity have been discussed for thousands of years: in
Western traditions Aristotle argued the size of a community as must be both selfsufficient and defensible. Nowadays, conceptualizations of scale are often discussed in
the human/political geography field, where spatiality and political processes interact. For
this thesis, ‘scale’ is an analytical dimension that concerns socio-political formations in
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three arenas: the locale or territorial arena of a social phenomena; the level of biophysical
processes (i.e. the height of water levels in a river), and the socio-political arena, which
includes social, political, and economic aspects.47 Simply speaking, a scale is a
jurisdiction or arena of action about a set of issues that affect a particular community. It
does not exist ipso facto, rather a scale is a socially constructed entity that is inherently
relational: distinguishing one scale from another creates the body.
Kevin Cox was a leader in the ‘politics of scale’ discussion; he critically reflected
on ‘spaces of dependence,’ referring to the defined, localized and bounded populations
that government and high-level structures serve and whose populations depend on them,
and ‘spaces of engagement,’ the networked relations of activism based on interaction and
engagement, both of which are socially constructed.48 A space of dependence, then, is
often more narrow and distinct, while a space of engagement could be more broad and
include all those who utilize the space in any capacity; engagement spaces are created
through networks and are thus spatially variable depending on activity of the arena. In
other words, Cox questioned the mismatch of institutions that serve specific populations
when population boundaries are less defined than the services of specific localities—for
example, an individual might live in one area, work in another, have children who attend
school in another, and use the park in yet another, but only accrue retirement benefits
from the working locale; singular populations do not exist. By questioning the strict
categorization of ‘local’ and ‘regional’ issues and questioning jurisdiction, Cox’s scale
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discussion sets the stage for understanding multi-level cooperation in nested jurisdictions.
He discussed these blurred scales and “scale jumping” through the use of networks,
drawing attention to how individuals and groups construct linkages with centers of social
power, how these network associations vary depending on the case, and who the relevant
decision-makers are for the conflict, drawing attention to the territorial focus of agents
and organizations.49 Through five distinct ‘space of engagement’ case studies, Cox
comments that when evaluating strategies for network constructions, the spatial structure
of the state and its internal organization is important to consider, but cautions against
overemphasizing the power and position of the state.50 The role of churches,
corporations, unions, and other non-state organizations have a growing role in governing
processes; his exploration further comments on the role of the state as a central means of
control, but not the singular aspect. Broader social networks that are united through social
identities also form a unique organizational aspect of networking; these identities and
networked communities may be smaller or larger than the scaled community (space of
dependence), and can be leveraged in numerous ways depending on the issue.51 Thus, the
activism of these stakeholders is not necessarily territorially bounded to the same scale of
the issue. ‘Jumping scales’ describes a movement from one distinct space to another;
characterizing the political tactic of shifting spaces of engagement to exert influence and
desired outcome, depending on the issue. Stakeholders engage with specific decision-
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making bodies and scales because of how they perceive action can be accomplished;
considering the locale of engagement, or scale, helps to illustrate how governing and
conflict resolution processes are approached by local stakeholders, which is fundamental
to this thesis.
Katherine Jones’ analysis of Cox’s article helpfully presents Cox’ position that
scales are not territorial units, but “networks of association, exchange, and politics;” she
expands this idea, contributing that as socially constructed phenomena, scales are
historically specific, but also subject to change, and she thus questions the construction of
scale itself, arguing that scale is an epistemological category.52 By conceptualizing scale
as epistemology, Jones then links how scale is a way of thinking about power, space, and
knowledge: a helpful tool for looking at relationships and territorial dynamics. This
framework carries weight, and scale should not be taken for granted as existing without
the power we give it.
Humans and issues are not territorially bounded. Cox makes a point that local and
regional politics can occur without local and/or regional governments.53 Thus,
governmental entities are not the only indicators for scale distinctions. The plurality of
spaces of dependence provides nuance, and perhaps accurately reflects the messiness of
the world we live in. In the PNW, local communities may prescribe specific practices, the
state/province may define others, and Canada and the US may offer another layer. These
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nested scales interact constantly, and further interact with the varied watersheds and
indigenous governments that permeate and characterize the region.
Dennis Judd critiques Cox’s analysis, drawing attention to the central role of the
state in constructing scales and how the construction is a political act in itself. 54 Judd
uses American federalism to illustrate the inability of regional policies to be implemented
without a regional government; in the US, regional policy mechanisms are rarely
enacted.55 Thus, choosing to draw attention to or away from the state’s influence on
spaces of engagement can impact changes; the construction of scales is inherently
political. Thus, the engagement of these spaces in the PNW by local stakeholders is
political, as well.
“It is equally important to appreciate just how much of political life cuts across
the ‘vertical’ divisions of the formal hierarchy,” writes James Meadowcroft,
characterizing the nested federated jurisdictions of a ‘country-state’ as building blocks of
political life.56 He draws attention to the social and economic aspects of human life that
transgress jurisdictional divides through social linkages, institutions, and structures.
Meadowcroft also brings attention to the relevance of temporal scales: political figures
often measure time in linear days, weeks, budget presentations, and election cycles;
farmers measure time in seasons.57 Constructions of time are relevant political acts that
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carry consequences. Scales provide a frame through which issues and communities
operate.
Regarding environmental conflicts, Meadowcroft argues that global and regionbased practices have not supplanted national policies, but added a layer to the multi-tiered
governance system.58 These added scales are then layered onto the existing scape,
complementing the framework’s complexity. This broad and inclusive process can also
be fragmented and differentiated, with groups participating according to interest.59 For
example, local NGOs may participate in UN initiatives and international ENGOs may be
active in local projects, depending on the case, time, and interest of involved actors.
Thus, flexibility and evolving mechanisms are prudent for environmental challenges and
transboundary resource governance. When analyzing stakeholder activism, it is helpful to
acknowledge the complexities at play.
Timothy Moss and Jens Newig discuss the problems of scale in water
management in multiple ways; they refer to the mismatch between biophysical processes
(i.e. flow of water, migration of salmon) and political/administrative structures (i.e.
governmental institutions that exist in these spaces of dependence) as a problem of fit.60
They further discuss two other problems that arise in environmental issues, which were
introduced at the 1999 Science Plan of the Institutional Dimensions of Global
Environmental Change (IDGEC) project: problems of interplay characterize the
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relationships of institutions across scales, which they refer to as societal levels, and
problems of scale which refers to the question of if and how knowledge about institutions
from one societal level are transferred to another (cross-scale transferability), but also
encompasses the previously mentioned problems of scalar fit and institutional interplay.61
Problems of fit and problems of scale are issues that must be continually addressed.
Questions of power gain and loss are constant discussions because scales are dynamic,
and thus these jurisdictions are continually scaled and rescaled. The engagement of
stakeholders with these scales is not external to these processes, but part of this scaling
and rescaling; local stakeholders can then contribute to reify scalar borders, or break them
down.
Environmental conflicts are often articulated through a “watershed” approach,
discussing the relationships and practices of parties up- and downstream, noting different
contributions based on geographic proximity to the conflict arena.62 Watersheds are
helpful in environmental conflicts because they situate all those affected in the area,
however, they sometimes limit the scope of the problem by only looking at issues
through a singular lens. Watersheds embody a specific scale of governance used in the
PNW, for example, the International Joint Commission maintains a Columbia River
Watershed Commission, created through treaty enactment. Involving stakeholders within
the watershed region and the upriver/downriver power dynamics are necessary to
understand the relationships involved in PNW resource sharing processes. This thesis
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focuses on the PNW region as a whole, which includes multiple shared watersheds,
political and social boundaries, and multiple jurisdictions; the varied scales are interlapping.
In regard to water’s political dimension, Erik Swyngedouw critically remarks on
the potential of marginalized local actors, and their ability to contribute to water
governance by focusing on their interaction with global networks, pointing out the
necessity of engaging a ‘politics of scale’ that fully recognizes the growing role of the
citizen and social construction of spaces.63 Swyngedouw discusses the rising role of suband super-national organizations and governance models that have become more
prominent, minimizing the rigidity of national borders, a process that has been occurring
since the mid-20th century.64 He terms this change in governing patterns as
‘glocalisation,’ a play on globalization which is pervasively exercised through financial
institutions; glocalization, however, refers to the shifting of scale to supra-national and
sub-national or regional jurisdictions.65 This process, a territorial rescaling of institutions,
Swyngedouw cautions the audience, primes society for what he calls “…more autocratic,
undemocratic and authoritarian (quasi-)state apparatuses,” and is cause for serious
concern.66 If the state no longer legitimately acts in the interests of its citizens, a new
form of legitimate governing, based on participatory, horizontal interactions of
independent and inter-dependent entities is necessary.67 Glocalization processes are
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occurring, but the previously described illegitimate governing framework has yet to be
fully realized. Swyngedouw subsequently addresses the growing influence of discourse
worldwide, which illuminates ideological, political, socioeconomic, and cultural
concerns, and are often tied to territory and networks of exchange.68 Rescaling, he notes,
transforms the relationships between states and governing bodies, governance processes
(which are being re-defined in their own rights), civil society, and the citizen.69 Discourse
is an ongoing social construction that greatly impacts how society is shaped, and
contributes to rescaling.
Johny Stephen et al. discuss scalar politics in a transboundary fishing context,
describing how civil society participation in dialogue processes and regional identities
can be useful when addressing conflict at local, regional, and national scales.70
Transboundary resources transcend local, regional, and national communities, and
stakeholders interact with governing processes at each of these levels; thus, the process of
scaling governance is integral to analysis when illustrating, situating, and articulating
stakeholder engagement with various governing bodies regarding salmon in the PNW. In
Palk Bay, fishermen from India and Sri Lanka who subscribe to multiple identities, as is
the case in the PNW, discuss the importance of maintaining dialogue and institutional
engagement across scales.71 This fishing-related study presents a foundational framework
for this thesis.
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Many scholars have discussed various local, national, and international scales of
politics. These scales are based in political borders, but geophysical features can form
scales, too. Physical entities can also be socially constructed. Jamie Linton and Jessica
Budds discuss water’s ‘hydroscocial’ cycle, arguing that water and society are mutually
constitutive; “…material, sensory, and imaginative interaction with water become
encoded in discourse as well as in water itself ,” the say, commenting on the social
constructions of water.72 The watershed, for example, can be used as a helpful scalar
construction which provides insight into community power dynamics and use of and
engagement with water-related resources. However, the watershed scale can also be
problematic because of the variety of sizes that a watershed may encompass: a watershed
could be a small puddle, or the Great Lakes basin. John Wesley Powell was a dominant
thinker who advocated re-bordering the United States into watershed-based states or
commonwealth affiliates (also referred to as ‘Drainage Districts’) in the late 19th century,
which illustrates the political significance of watershed discussions in a scalar context.
When addressing mining industry and activism in Peru, Jessica Budds and Leonith
Hinojosa proposed the term ‘waterscape,’ which similarly describes the water basin, but
also incorporates the interactions between water and society.73 Waterscapes are variable
in size, too, and could characterize neighborhoods, villages, or large urban centers.
Including the human, political component which connotes socio-economic and cultural
characteristics, and combining it with geographical features is helpful when
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conceptualizing how shared natural resources are governed. For their work then, Budds
and Hinojosa include water flows, rights, infrastructure, institutions, and discourse as
relevant and constructing dynamics in the Peruvian waterscape, a mostly theoretical and
analytical framework.74 The waterscape scale is an effective reference point for this paper
because the PNW is territorially configured by water, though not the only one.
This review discussed multiple frameworks of scale, each focusing on different
political or geological processes. Danny MacKinnon proposed the term ‘scalar politics’ to
replace ‘politics of scale,’ arguing that it is not usually the scale that is contentious, but
the processes and practices of scaling that should be given attention.75 This analysis
changes the discourse surrounding problems of scale, which some argue reify borders and
continually define jurisdictions; by focusing on the process of scaling and not a specific
scale, one is better able to analyze the relevant dynamics, institutions, and actors at play,
which is a useful foundation for the research of this thesis.

Through this literature review, I endeavored to define governance, stakeholder
participation, and scalar politics, as interacting and interrelated concepts. The next
chapter uses this knowledge base and applies these concepts to the Pacific Northwest,
thus creating a framework for the salmon-related conflict discussed in this thesis.
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3. THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST, A TRANSBOUNDARY REGION

This chapter presents the Pacific Northwest (PNW) in a transboundary context. It
begins by discussing the geographic region and communities to familiarize the reader
with relevant social and environmental dynamics. Next, it situates the conflict around
salmon, a crucial resource that defines much of the regional economy and carries
ecological and identity-tied ramifications. Subsequently, this chapter presents the
operating legal and social frameworks that situate the transboundary and trans-national
governance of the region, and with which local stakeholders engage to address salmonrelated concerns. Lastly, it introduces the case study, two local stakeholder organizations
based in the PNW: the Coast Salish Gathering and Salmon Beyond Borders. This chapter
does not provide a full history or account of PNW political, social, cultural, or economic
factors, nor does it aim to do so. Instead, it intends to provide relevant information so the
audience may situate the thesis in geographic and socio-political context.

3.1 PNW Background
“The Pacific Northwest is simply this: wherever the salmon can get to.” –Timothy Egan76
The North American PNW is geographically and politically a juncture of
jurisdictions—multiple municipalities, states, provinces, countries, and indigenous or
aboriginal groups, commonly referred to as Native Americans, Alaska Natives, or tribes
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in the US, and First Nations or bands in Canada, operate across the region, interacting
with constructed political boundaries—a bordering and ordering of society. Maps
helpfully provide jurisdictional information. Figure 1 geographically situates the PNW in
North America; Figure 2 more closely illustrates the transboundary relationships of the
PNW; and Figure 3 illuminates the Salish Sea, a sub-region of the PNW.

Figure 1 Map of North America

This map, created by Google with US Geogological Survey information, shows North
America. The red outline is included to visually demonstrate the transboundary region of
the Pacific Northwest, which is illustrated in more detail in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Map of the Pacific Northwest

This map, created by Google with US Geogological Survey information, shows the
Pacific Northwest, largely focusing on the lands and waterways surrounding British
Columbia, Washington, and Southeast Alaska, which is the focus of this project. The red
circle illuminates where the Salish Sea is located within the PNW, which is further
highlighted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Map of the Salish Sea & Surrounding Basin

This map, produced by Stefan Freelan at Western Washington University, was used with
permission.77 The Salish Sea is a body of water that includes the Strait of Juan de Fuca
and Puget Sound, crossing state and provincial borders of the United States and Canada
(Washington and British Columbia).
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In the PNW, throughout villages, towns, cities, states, provinces, and nations,
communities interact with, and depend on, the natural environment, which is largely
characterized by the temperate rainforest and coastal ecology. The PNW ecosystem
includes, and is largely characterized by, five species of wild Pacific salmon (Salmonidae
Oncorhynchus).78 However it is not simply salmon, but a wealth of natural resources that
also characterize the region; the turn of the 20th century gold rush brought forth many
entrepreneurs, and the timber industry boom of the 1960s and 1970s also characterizes
much of landscape. The fur trade served Russian interests in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Yet it is salmon that have sustained the lives and cultural ties of PNW communities
throughout history. This chapter further discusses how the PNW and salmon are
specifically appropriate for the aims of this thesis project.

3.2 Salmon and Fishing
Few entities are more resonant or representative of the PNW than the wild
salmon. In the past three decades, severe salmon population decline has been catalyzed
largely through human activity—overfishing; creation of dams which serve as flood
controls, agricultural diversions, and power generators; habitat loss; habitat degradation;
and climate change—often tied to industrialization. The PNW salmon situation,
sometimes articulated as the ‘salmon wars,’ exemplifies the complexities of governing
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through various decision-making bodies and scales of society. This case study has its own
dimensions, but may provide insight to other cases through extrapolation, as well. The
salmon themselves swim throughout shared waters, crossing borders without regard for
constructed boundaries. By crossing the US/Canada international border; the provincial
and state borders of British Columbia, Alaska, Washington, Idaho, and Oregon;
numerous indigenous territories; various watersheds; and many community council
jurisdictions of varying size, salmon inspire the actions of different decision-making
bodies to make policy and dictate acceptable human behavior. The presence of numerous
jurisdictional bodies and their relationships to each other and their constituents
complicate how salmon activity is governed.
These actions are committed in various bordered, scaled jurisdictions, at the
discretion of practitioners within the scope of regulations of the time. Salmon provide
much to the region, supplying economic, ecological, and symbolic significance, which is
discussed in this section. And yet the severe decline in population, illustrated by the
official ‘at risk’ or ‘endangered’ status, describes the precarious situation surrounding
salmon and the human/salmon codependent relationship. The commercial fishing
industry depends on healthy salmon; losses impact personal, community, state, and
federal pockets. Personal-use fishing, including subsistence and recreational activity, has
long been a staple of PNW life and the lack of opportunity to continue such an activity
would significantly alter the lifestyles of residents. Specific fishing practices define
aspects of life, and the symbolic importance of salmon is widespread; finding the best
dip-netting spot, tying a perfect fly, and finding the right rhythm for the season’s trolling
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crew impacts PNW life. Ancestral stories, tried and tested practices, and the material
culture associated with salmon drive life in the region., as do economic interests which
are discussed next.
3.2.1 Economic Relevance
In monetary terms, salmon provide substantially to the livelihood and economic
prosperity of the region. In Southeast Alaska, salmon support some 7,000 jobs or about
10% of the population, contributing over $150 million in ex vessel value; salmon fishing
in the PNW is a billion-dollar industry.79 Commercial fishing provides marketable goods
that are processed and sold across the world. Salmon and fishing provide numerous jobs
across sectors: fishermen;80 processors; distributors; vendors; transportation industries;
government agencies through taxes, economic beneficiaries like docks and harbors
representatives who are affected through moorage fees; agencies that specialize in data
collection and regulation of said industries; and all those who work within or between
these industries, including tourism representatives who enjoy the benefits of those
seeking salmon-related activities. Fishing-associated activity economically affects all in
the community. A severe decline in salmon health and population could dramatically
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alter the economic and societal structure of the region. While salmon are fiscal resources,
they are not solely commodities.
3.2.2 A Conflict of the Commons?
The use, allocation, and sharing of resources can lead to conflict; deciding how
resources are obtained and distributed is not apolitical. Discussions of fisheries
management were robust in the 1990s, and led to the creation of multiple joint-bodies.
For example, the North Pacific Anadromous Fish Commission, an inter-governmental
body was formed in 1992 to promote conservation in the Northern Pacific rim and uses a
signed convention to address specific fishing practice. Many discussions about fisheries
management continue to this day, yet institutions and infrastructure are already in place
to deal with issues similar to overfishing. This project focuses on how the sustainability
of salmon populations are dominantly discussed and protected today. While a substantial
number of boards, bodies, and groups address fishing practices when working toward the
sustainability of salmon stocks, institutions that work toward sustainable salmon
populations harmed through non-fishing industries are lacking. 81 And yet the declining
salmon stock illustrates an intensifying conflict.
The construction of dams within the Columbia River Basin and throughout the
PNW in the 20th century substantially shifted the migration patterns and stability of
salmon populations. The shift and focus led to the ‘salmon wars,’ which came to a
confrontation in the summer of 1997 when a fleet of some 200 boats blockaded an
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Alaskan ferry in Prince Rupert. This citizen engagement led to a revised negotiation
process and treaty that addressed fishing practice. The Pacific Salmon Commission,
which had been operating since 1937, and its subsequent 1985 treaty which specifically
addressed overfishing and fair allocation concerns, was revised through the participation
local stakeholders.
The overfishing problem could perhaps helpfully be described as a tragedy of the
commons. While some have argued for privatization as a valid method to address the
conflict of maximizing personal use of shared resources to the detriment of other parties,
Elinor Ostrom writes that participation and engagement of local populations best address
these issues, with relationships based on trust, and that it is the coordination of these
efforts—organizing—that presents a central challenge.82 While not explicitly referenced,
the focus on local knowledge and relationships illuminates the depth and quest of citizen
participation in such resource disputes. Norms of trust and reciprocity are also
commented upon by Elisabet Cots in her discussion of stakeholders and social capital,
which were included in the previous chapter.
Ostrom’s conception of common pool resources and how best to address conflicts
of the commons helps inform the PNW salmon debate. However, while salmon present
the context of this thesis, the PNW is infused with a diverse range of natural resources,
many of which are interconnected. Competition for specific resources, which is typical of
common pool conflicts, does not currently characterize the conflict. Mining industries,
for example, are interested in extracting minerals, and thus in the minds of many
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environmentalists it is it the lack of interest in salmon, not industry claims of ownership
that determine their actions. Thus, the commons analysis does not provide the backbone
for this thesis, but it does help characterize some of the conversation.
3.2.3 Ecological Relevance
Scientists discuss the inter-dependence of the food web, referring to the tied
ecosystem. The position of salmon in the food web, and relation to both predators and
prey, illustrates the impact a decline in population size can have on the ecological
environment. Salmon are anadromous—hatching in freshwater, migrating to the ocean,
and returning to the rivers in which they hatched to spawn; they swim through many
environmental zones, and thus they affect and are impacted by activity in each of these
zones, as well. Addressing these ecological concerns is complex and political; in the
PNW, salmon stocks originating in Canadian territory are caught by fishermen in US
waters, largely from Alaska and Washington; US-originating salmon swim through
Canadian waters, and are often caught by Canadian fishermen. The relationship between
countries is neither reciprocal nor completely dominating on one side. Each year’s catch
is characterized by much uncertainty; the size of a specific population (referencing the
specific species and its river of origin) is unpredictable. Yet all fishermen would like to
compete in a fair environment, with equal opportunities of access.
While not all salmon stocks have experienced the severe decline, some
populations of each species have been affected, and certain species, like coho, are
unlikely to rebound to the levels of the mid 1960s-1990s.83 Many populations are listed
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as ‘threatened,’ and some are listed as ‘endangered’ under the Endangered Species Act.
Sustaining salmon populations is integral to mitigating further changes to the ecosystem
which are shifting due to dynamics including climate change.
3.2.4 Issues of Identity, Livelihood, and Subsistence
In the PNW, indigenous peoples have been occupying the land since time
immemorial.84 They intentionally and specifically lived and subsisted in the area because
of the abundance of food and resources; thus, salmon are the cause and concern of the
people of the region.
Salmon are specifically appropriate to the PNW context for a variety of reasons.
Salmon are intrinsically tied to the identity of both indigenous people of the region whose
ancestry and subsistence lifestyle was based on this resource, and subsequent settlers who
enjoy the bounty of fish and rivers for subsistence, economic, and recreational purposes.
The cultural ties, lived rituals, and sustained livelihoods are based on the health and
sustainability of these salmon stocks. The threat of these populations can also be viewed
as a cultural attack. The creation of reserves (Canada) and reservations (US) was a
bordering of indigenous society that dramatically altered traditional life in the region;
Emma Norman comments on the role of salmon as “…integral components of societal
make-up and identity of Coast Salish communities,” commenting on the restructuring of
governing patterns from internal practices to externally-monitored systems; contact with
colonizers altered the ability of communities to subsist on natural resources and re-
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structured the family system.85 The tie indigenous communities have to the territory and
shared resources is incommensurable. Non-indigenous people do not have the same
ancestral connection, and yet they, too, depend on and define themselves by their
relationship to salmon.
Securing the longevity of these salmon species is necessary; various stakeholders
including lawmakers, elders, and scientists, agree. Changes in fishing practice, industry
methods, pollution control, and recreational activity are necessary to sustain the salmon
population and its uses for future generations. Decisions must be made, but on whose
authority? And who should have the opportunity to answer this question?
This thesis recounts how stakeholders engaged with various decision-making
bodies through the various boundaries and scales of society. To situate those processes, it
is helpful to be aware of the operating legal and jurisdictional frameworks of the region.
Civic activism of the region is demonstrated in numerous non-profit, non-governmental,
and industry-affiliated associations for various causes: securing the longevity and
sustainability of healthy salmon yields is one such cause. There are numerous venues for
this conversation to take place; the next section discusses some of them.

3.3 Operating Frameworks
Geographically, the PNW is a juncture of many nations and multiple treaties that
advocate cooperation regarding transboundary resources are in use. A long history of
treaties and agreements across governing scales demonstrates a prolonged commitment to
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addressing conflicts. Treaties between the indigenous people and governments of the US
and Canada, or the British Crown, continue to present a legal framework for interaction.86
The Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909, a bilateral US/Canada (through the British
crown) treaty, and its mechanism for addressing water-related conflicts, the voluntary
International Joint Commission, provides a framework that is relevant to the actions of
stakeholders today. By convention, the federal governments of both Canada and the US
must request the initiation of an area-specific commission, and this norm dominates
stakeholder discussions, as do other inter-group agreements.87 Treaties and other
cooperative mechanisms permeate the political landscape. The more recent 1985 bilateral
Pacific Salmon Treaty (with revisions in 1999 and 2009), which also sets the stage for
cooperation, was discussed previously. The commission it shaped, Kathleen Sullivan
notes as of 2001, is “the pivotal instrument for resolving U.S.-Canadian conflicts over
wild salmon,” but it is by no means the only institutional framework in place. Various
Memorandums of Understanding (MoUs) and Statements of Cooperation (SoCs)
characterize relations as well, as do regional boards, NGOs, and working groups.
Numerous formal and informal agreements govern the North American Pacific
Northwest’s water sharing and fishing practices, illustrating the many overlapping scales
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of decision-making. Local stakeholder groups have insight and diverse theories on
appropriate methods to govern and share these resources to prolong sustainable use.
Environmental groups, indigenous nations, and natural resource developers have different
notions of how the region should be used. Scholars have commented on how the
governance of natural resources that cross territorial and political boundaries are some of
the most intractable conflicts.88 The Pacific Ocean is an apt location to discuss this nonviolent conflict in that the root of the term ‘Pacific’ can be traced to the Latin root for
peace. While many acknowledge a diversity of opinions at play in the region, the way
that these groups affect and interact with governing processes is yet to be fully realized.
Insight into how local stakeholders interact with these differently scaled governing bodies
is needed. This thesis aims to begin to fill that gap through a case study.

3.4 The Case Study
The Coast Salish Gathering (CSG) and Salmon Beyond Borders (SBB) are two
organizations within the PNW that shed specific light on local stakeholder engagement in
transboundary resource governance. They are both composed of various communities of
stakeholders, including individuals who identify as recreational natural resource users,
indigenous peoples, commercial fishermen, and are intergenerational. They are
organizations in that they are bodies of people organized with a common mission, but are
not registered non-profits or commercial businesses, and are thus fully differentiated from
government entities. They do not seek governmental funding, for example. Each
promotes advocacy work, and community/governmental relationships. This thesis is
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informed by Wachhaus’ framework of organizations as social processes, which
emphasizes relationships at play and the logics of work performed across body
structures.89 While both groups arose in different contexts of time and place, they were
formed through concern and motivation to promote sustainable salmon populations, and
continue to protect the livelihoods and cultivate support from their communities. Their
differences provide nuance and greater generalizability for the study: they are based in
separate geographic locales, the support bases are largely different, and they use different
methods to promote the responsible use and governance of shared resources in general,
and salmon in particular. This section introduces the two organizations that were
examined in this research project: the Coast Salish Gathering and Salmon Beyond
Borders.
3.4.1 The Coast Salish Gathering
The Coast Salish Gathering (CSG) is a group based in LaConner, Washington, in
the traditional territory of the Swinomish nation. It is composed of people from various
tribes and bands indigenous to the Salish Sea region who support the “…preservation,
restoration, and protection of the Salish Sea Eco Region,” holding annual gatherings,
which are forums for debate about policy that encourage common ground on
transboundary issues.90 It was formed in 2005 to protect the Salish Sea and promote
indigenous life, and has continued cultivate relationships, respectful of multiple
jurisdictional bodies. CSG specifically promotes and works within the framework that the
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Coast Salish people and other indigenous groups have a specific connection and
sovereign right to their ancestral territory and its resources, a relationship they have
maintained for centuries. As an independent organization not registered as a non-profit,
CSG is able to voluntarily and holistically engage with obligations to the region and its
resources and people in a culturally-reflective way.91 This organization works within and
between governing bodies at the community/municipal level, as well as state, provincial,
and federal entities, in various communities around the Salish Sea (see Figure 2).92 While
CSG explicitly focuses on indigenous practices, it facilitates the active engagement of
local stakeholders in multi-scalar governing processes.
The Coast Salish people have a well-known connection to salmon. “We are the
People of the Salmon, and so are you,” explained Tsimshian artist and contributor David
Boxley at the 2017 Coast Salish Gathering conference, sharing his joy as participants
worked together toward protecting the shared waterways, “We are all People of the
Salmon.”93 Ancestry, culture, livelihood, and future prosperity for the indigenous peoples
of the region are intricately tied to the prosperity of wild salmon. CSG specifically
engages with various governing bodies and public groups; aiming to promote respect for
natural resources which is necessary for the health, renewability, and longevity of salmon
stock and flowing water systems. CSG organizes and supports ongoing scientific data
collection in the Salish Sea using an annual canoe voyage to gather water quality data, a
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unique opportunity to gain data from a body of water not usually utilized by nonmotorized vessels, whose exhaust may potentially disrupt chemical findings, the data are
then used by federal agencies like the US Geological Survey. This partnership
demonstrates the inter-relationships of governing bodies. CSG also promotes cultural
practice and celebration of the Coast Salish peoples, and other indigenous groups, by
working with other indigenous bodies and celebrating their accomplishments, as well as
by recognizing traditional arts including dance and song at their meetings. Multiple other
indigenous groups are represented at annual meetings; they also promote solidarity and
relationships through social media posts.
As an apolitical entity, CSG serves as a juncture for various jurisdictions and
policy leaders to form connections and generate solutions that can be shared across
boundaries. It does not seek to replace governing processes, but to facilitate more
productive working relationships. The group was recognized by the Harvard Project on
American Indian Economic Development for modeling governing processes, and was
instrumental in the naming of the Salish Sea. CSG is a unique entity that provides insight
into how stakeholders perceive governing processes; it works with diverse groups to
generate solutions, has been doing so for some time, and has been productive and
recognized for this productivity, making it a good case study.
3.4.2 Salmon Beyond Borders
Salmon Beyond Borders (SBB) is a Juneau, Alaska-based network that aims to
defend and sustain transboundary rivers, jobs, and way of life of Southeast Alaska and
surrounding regions. Specifically, it works to protect three transboundary watersheds: the
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Stikine, Taku, and Unuk, which are some of the most productive salmon streams in the
world. These watersheds are currently threatened by acid drainage from mine projects in
Northern BC.94 Thus, working across the Canadian/US border is fundamental to its work,
promoting clean rivers and accountable action, which serves the aim of this thesis in
looking at the governance of transboundary resources.
The campaign, sometimes referred to as a community, is composed of “…sport
and commercial fishermen, community leaders, tourism and recreation business owners,
and concerned citizens, in collaboration with tribes and First Nations,” a varied
collection.95 These entities have diverse interests. SBB is productive and commands
community support, but has yet to organize as an official non-profit. It is supported by
donations and larger, more established entities like Trout Unlimited and the newer,
Alaskan-focused Salmon State, which also has national backing. SBB is thus able to
perform what it perceives as important advocacy and campaign work, without spending
as much time on relationships based on fiscal interest. SBB has garnered an active
support base and was named one of Alaska’s ‘Best Fish Watchers’ for 2016,96 a title that
acknowledges its relevance to the region and substantial work. The support base is
especially vital in the region; the Stikine and Unuk have large king runs, and the Taku is
largely considered the region’s largest producer of salmon. For a region reliant on
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salmon, and with layered inter-relationships with fisheries-related industries, these issues
are not often far from the mind.
Conceptualized in 2013, SBB garnered large support after the 2014 Mount Polley mine
failure, often referred to as an environmental disaster. The mine failure provided a visual
illustration and key talking points about the potentially drastic impacts of mining on
salmon;97 the illustration and talking points are now largely part of the SE Alaskan
vernacular. Though dire and unfortunate, the mine failure was a timely springboard for
SBB, and it has used this catalyst for continued growth. SBB articulates that the
wellbeing of water and salmon are intimately connected to the wellbeing of the
communities. To ensure the survival of the region, SBB promotes the necessity of a
policy solution, and the integrated support of federal, state, and tribal delegates, as well as
local municipalities and stakeholder groups. The productive relationships between
people, resources, and the environment are thus a central focus of the group, which works
toward long-term, binding solutions to salmon- and water-related transboundary
conflicts. SBB thus provides insight into local stakeholder participation in governance
processes in the PNW.

I have used this background chapter to better situate the thesis. By discussing the
transboundary nature of the PNW, the decline in salmon stocks, its relevance to identity
and livelihood, and the operating governance frameworks, I have endeavored to place the
literature in conversation with PNW communities. The next chapter describes the
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research project methodology, which aims to further fill gaps in knowledge about how
stakeholders contribute to the governance of transboundary resources in the Pacific
Northwest.
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4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The intent of this graduate research project was to recount how local stakeholders
engage with different decision-making bodies to promote the responsible governance of
transboundary resources in the Pacific Northwest (PNW). The thesis aimed to identify the
functional engagement methods of local stakeholders regarding various decision-making
bodies and processes at local, national, and international scales, as well as the meaning
these actors placed on the decisions about the use, stewardship, and prosperity of wild
salmon stock.98
This chapter discusses the methods used to conduct the research project. First, it
briefly introduces the Pacific Northwest as an apt location for research on transboundary
water governance and local stakeholder involvement in these processes, continuing the
discussion from the previous chapter. Subsequently, it discusses data collection
procedures which included examining public documents and public responses, but also
semi-formal interviews with organization affiliates. These data sets complement each
other and further illuminate the role of stakeholder activism in transboundary resource
governing processes. Next, this chapter discusses the thematic analysis conducted during
the project which revealed changing scalar configurations in the PNW, before addressing
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the project’s limitations. The methodology chapter concludes by reviewing how the
chosen case study, the Coast Salish Gathering (CSG) and Salmon Beyond Borders (SBB)
is complementary to a review of stakeholder action in the region.

4.1 The Case Study Expanded
The intent of this project was to illuminate a specific piece of local stakeholder
involvement in transboundary resource governance. It aimed to answer the question:
How do local stakeholders engage with different governing jurisdictions to promote
the responsible governance of transboundary resources in the North American
Pacific Northwest?
A constructivist lens allowed the research to focus on local stakeholder actions,
promoting analysis of the engagement methods used and the meaning that stakeholders
gave to them.99 Using a qualitative case study encouraged using multiple sources of data
to inductively build a picture from the bottom up.100 It described the specific context of
these organizations’ work, and thus the themes and issues that arose from their actions.
Local stakeholders have been active for some time; to limit the scope of this research it
was necessary to provide a timeframe: this research project focused on activism from
2015-2017. The chosen timeframe was appropriate because public documents are readily
available in a variety of forms including social media pages and newspapers published
online and in print. Moreover, January 2015 to June 2017 provided a framework of robust
activism and energy in the local contexts which is described subsequently. The recent
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timeframe also provided an opportunity for interest and memory to be highlighted—those
interviewed were still ‘in it,’ and this thesis utilized the momentum and status of the
projects as a springboard.
The project by no means aimed to draw broad conclusions that can be applied to
all situations in the PNW, or around the world. Instead, it aimed to discuss how two
organizations (CSG and SBB) engaged with their support base and interacted with the
public and governing bodies to affect change or support current governing processes,
which may perhaps shed light on greater dynamics at play. Critically analyzing these two
puzzle pieces better situates scholars and practitioners to analyze and reflect on forms of
engagement, and perhaps inform action in the field, too. The next section presents
methods of data collection and analysis processes.

4.2 Data Collection
Using multiple sources of data better equips a comprehensive case study
analysis.101 This research project was primarily based on the collection of public
documents including news articles and materials from the official websites and public
social media accounts of the previously described stakeholder groups (the Coast Salish
Gathering and Salmon Beyond Borders), as well as secondary source academic research,
and was supplemented with semi-formal interviews with members of these organizations.
This section describes the methods of data collection.
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4.2.1 Public Documents
This research project utilized public documents from January of 2015 to June of
2017; the data set was largely composed of news articles related to regional
transboundary resources, official government letters, public responses, and
documentation from each organization’s official website and social media accounts.
Thus, official reports, mission statements, descriptions of activism and past events, and
mixed-media presentations were gathered. Because of the substantial number of news
providers and articles written in the timeframe, it was helpful to first gather articles
archived by Salmon Beyond Borders. These articles were publicly available on their
website; the articles were archived monthly of their volition and included roughly 5-20
articles each month in the given timeframe, or roughly 300 articles. I then supplemented
this set with further online research. To narrow the scope of all articles in the timeframe, I
used a mixture of key words including ‘salmon,’ ‘transboundary,’ ‘resource,’ and
‘shared,’ and then collected articles at my discretion based on my judgement of
relevance. These articles were published by a variety of news sources, and included
articles written by journalists and non-journalists, and thus included opinion pieces.
Sources included Alaska Dispatch News, DeSmog Canada, Juneau Empire, Times
Colonist, Vancouver Sun, and other major news sources, as well as a variety of smaller
news sources. Because of the large scale of relevant articles, limiting the time frame, and
narrowing the subject-area to specific issues that CSG and SBB addressed, more
adequately managed the scope of the data set. The articles presented much overlap about
political events, especially related to lack of oversight and/or environmental disasters,
and the comments on the state/provincial responses to these events. Thus, while I
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endeavored to triage and examine all relevant material, I had to make choices about the
depth of attention paid to each article. I am convinced that I thoroughly engaged with
major news sources of the region, as well as numerous smaller publications to which
activist organizations may have better access; a critical mass was surveyed and this data
set adequately represents the events and perspectives of news sources in the given period.
See Appendix A for this data set, the comprehensive list of the 113 articles I engaged
with at more than a superficial level.
These news sources were accessible to the public and aimed to be consumed
largely by local viewers, and thus specifically helped to situate the activist scape for the
regional audience. Articles in the New York Times, and similar out-of-region but wellrespected publications also complemented these sources, demonstrating the perceived
relevance of transboundary conflicts to national and international audiences. These
articles broadly represented a media presentation of the activism and perceptions of
events related to transboundary resource use and abuse.
Situating the data set of news articles alongside the official documents of these
organizations helped to illustrate the context of civic activism and governing processes
regarding transboundary resources in the PNW. Official documents provided to the
public by these organizations were helpful as they illustrated what the organizations deem
appropriate and valuable for the public to know to achieve their goals and garner support.
Furthermore, these official public documents often provided supplemental information.
For example, some provided weblinks to news articles considered relevant, or to
economic studies, which was helpful in the data collection process.
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4.2.2 Interviews
This research project endeavored to supplement document data with semi-formal
interviews of staff or members of the Coast Salish Gathering and Salmon Beyond
Borders, and relevant partner organizations. Interviewing 5 individuals in their official
capacities within their respective organizations provided another data set that
complemented the use of public documents. The interviews were used to elicit views on
transboundary governing processes and the role of stakeholders in these processes.102 The
individuals interviewed held leadership positions within the relevant organizations; the
titles of those involved included ‘campaign manager,’ ‘coordinator,’ ‘chair,’ ‘indigenous
engagement lead’ and ‘intergovernmental affairs liaison,’ illustrating their familiarity
with the issues with which this thesis engaged. Interviews included questions regarding
four subject areas that aimed to illuminate how stakeholders viewed their work promoting
responsible governing practices of transboundary resources: project and organizational
goals; ideal governing structures and outcomes; current governing practices including
legal regulations and official agreements; and partnerships—these questions can be found
in Appendix B. These subject areas helped contextualize the public documents and
provided a human analysis of activity on the ground. The semi-formal structure allowed
for specific questions to be asked uniformly, and the flexibility to follow-up based on the
responses of the interviewees. This flexibility expanded the scope of responses, and
allowed for a diverse range of data to be gathered based on what the interviewees deemed
important, which aided the qualitative study in that the meaning of the stakeholders was
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also taken in to account. These interviews were conducted over the phone or in person
outside of the organization’s office, but in a public place, at the behest of the interviewee.
On average, each interview was conducted in 40 minutes, but the times ranged from 30
minutes to almost two hours. I intended to record the interviews and then transcribe them,
which would have better allowed me to analyze the material in a comparable way to the
other documents. However, due to logistical challenges, this did not occur.103 Instead, I
took notes on the responses of the interviewees. The notes from these interviewees is a
data set that I thematically analyzed alongside the news articles, governmental, and
organizational public documents. The next section discusses the data analysis processes.

4.3 Data Analysis
An interpretivist thematic analysis of the previously described data sets provided
insight into the use of language and presentation of ideas that were repetitive or unique to
CSG and SBB; using multiple data sets promoted validity and reliability of the data
conclusions. Tesch’s eight steps of analysis from 1990 provided a blueprint for thematic
analysis to code and analyze: broadly speaking, Tesch suggests looking at the data as
whole, then subsequently focusing on a few narrower pieces to note themes before then
returning to the data as a whole and applying these themes/categories to the broad data
set, examining relationships between and within these categories or ‘codes’.104
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Tesch’s method was a helpful starting point. However, an inductive method
required a certain amount of flexibility; it required the data to be surveyed and analyzed
organically as specific themes became apparent. I first reviewed the CSG and SBB public
documents and formulated codes that relayed repetitive dynamics. Next, I examined news
articles: I chose to begin by reviewing the articles provided by SBB, utilizing their onthe-ground knowledge and timely triage of a myriad of publications and articles as a
resource. I began by examining one year—2016—to conceptualize themes, triaging for
relevant dynamics; special attention was placed on partnerships, organizational aims,
governing practice, and ideal governing structures, for which I coded. After better
formulating the themes I was interested in further analyzing, I used a similar lens to code
for conceptualizations of the role of the state/provincial governing scale, including
references to specific lawmakers, institutions, and meaningful engagement. I then
overlaid this thought process on the notes from the semi-formal interviews and the public
documents. This layering helped to better solidify how the state/provincial scale, and
interactions within and across this space of dependence were discussed. Table 1 shows
my original codes and subsequent themes that were conceptualized as patterns arose.
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Table 1 Themes and Codes

Extrapolated
Dynamics
Meaningful
Engagement

Themes

Codes

Networks

and
Engagement Strategies
Deliberation

Partnerships/networks; unity;
identity; diversity; trust; shared
values; access; place; future/past
Dialogue; hearings; agreements;
policy debates; changes in
practice; public events; social
media; mixed media arts;
science; education; place,
dialogue
Local; regional; state/province;
indigenous; international; place;
borders

Scales

Scaling Governance
Governing Practices
Values of Good
Governance

Trends of rescaling: blurred
boundaries; upward mobility;
downward mobility
Institutions, treaties, current
practice; rule of law; ideal
structures
Accountability/enforceability;
transparency; responsiveness;
local input

As the analysis proceeded, new codes were added, and I found myself noticing
how education was discussed, as well as the role of gathering and presenting scientific
data. The value of place was also discussed in regard to the following themes: networks,
engagement strategies, and scales in three ways (environment, salmon, and community).
News articles and conversations often began by first asserting the value and worth of the
discussion, and how this value was presented is relevant to how stakeholders
conceptualize their role in governing practices. To better illustrate the relationship
between these dynamics and those I had conceptualized at the beginning, which
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subsequently became codes, “bubble mapping” was a helpful brainstorming tool to
formulate how the codes fit into themes, and the relationships between these themes. This
mapping process enabled me to focus on two broad dynamics that became the focus of
this thesis: meaningful engagement of stakeholders through deliberation, and scaling
governance.
I subsequently used these themes to scrutinize other articles in the SBB archive
and through a google search; narrowing the scope of articles to focus on state/provincial
actions allowed me to more effectively triage the remaining SBB articles and articles
found online. The preliminary review of 2016 prepared me to limit repetition in this
aspect of the research process. For example, when political events occurred, it was not
necessary to read every article written about it; examining two articles about a hearing
was helpful, while reading six would have been redundant and would not have served the
aims of this study, which attempted to examine stakeholder participation in governing
processes wholly, and not in one specific context. This analysis process provided reliable
information and insight, however, it did have limitations which are discussed in the next
section.

4.4 Study Limitations and Ethical Considerations
The data collection and analysis processes of this project were adequate to
provide insight into the way stakeholders perceived and contributed to the responsible
governance of transboundary resources in the PNW. However, there were some
limitations to the methods. While this was a rigorous method of data collection and
analysis, due to time constraints, the size of the data set was perhaps smaller than one
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might ideally gather. I had to make choices of which articles to specifically include.
While the triage system was productive and necessary in this study, more time would
have allowed me to spend more time reviewing and analyzing the articles in more depth,
which could have provided more nuance to the study. Expanding the size and scope of
interviewees would have also added to the complexity of the issues discussed in the
project. In the future, it would be ideal to speak with individuals face-to-face and record
the interviews; using full transcriptions would create a more nuanced picture, and would
perhaps shed light on some issues and themes that were not the focus of this study.
The choice to begin reviewing articles that were found by SBB was a conscious
choice that allowed me to focus on relevant articles and scrutinize themes instead of
spending more time collecting data. However, these articles were filtered by SBB and
while they provided insight, they pre-disposed me to focus on the environment, and
specifically the region between Southeast Alaska and Northern British Columbia; they
were largely framed through a critique of ‘government’ and ‘industry’. This may have
impacted the findings of the study and presents ethical concerns about the quality and
unbiased presentation of data. I acknowledge this bias, and did my best to accurately
reflect industry and governmental positions and actions, as well as to consider the sources
of information as I was analyzing this data. For this reason, I also used articles not
presented by SBB as an attempt to expand the representation of transboundary issues.
However, because the study focused on the actions and perceptions of stakeholder
groups, acknowledging these perspectives is one aspect of the research, and does not
diminish the credibility of the study.
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As a local to the Pacific Northwest, I had the local insight and knowledge-base to
access and illustrate the conflict.105 As a local, however, it was necessary to acknowledge
intrinsic biases. Using an organization based in Juneau, a location with which I am
familiar and to which I have access, allowed for a better foundation of the working scape
and governing frameworks. While I aimed to be apolitical and unbiased, I acknowledge it
is impossible to fully step outside of my preconceptions, and thus the data selection and
analysis may have been impacted by unknown influence.
Communicating with these stakeholder groups also presented an ethical
challenge: I enjoyed speaking with the individuals involved, and have ample respect for
the work they do; I, too, feel connected to the place and natural resources of the region
and believe that local participation in governing processes best serves each community.
To minimize the effect of my bias, I did not share personal judgements about the work
that was described to me, instead commenting on aspects of the work like the complexity
of issues, or scope of the perceived problem or coordinating efforts, which did not
reference politicized issues. My experience working within the governing system, and
empathizing with the work of both government institutions and stakeholder groups
presented me with certain advantages in that I am comfortable with the terminology and
values that were used. However, this experience also presented me with a challenge to
think critically about what was being expressed and the actions of these stakeholders;
how did my language shape how the interviewees positioned me? I did my best to present
an unbiased framework, however, I do consider that interviewees spoke with me from
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their own assessment of what would most likely garner my empathy toward their cause;
for example, using sympathetic terms or metaphors like “governance on steroids,”106 and
“they didn’t crush us,”107 are evocative phrases that may or may not be used for all
audiences, but were expressed to me in these interviews. This study examined how
stakeholders interact and conceptualize responsible governance, and does not analyze
successes and failures, or judge their actions. Thus, while politicized opinions and
dynamics must be acknowledged, they did not create a problem: to the extent that I can
determine, my views did not unfairly affect my analysis.

4.5 CSG and SBB, a Complementary Pair
Many non-profit and non-governmental organizations operate in the PNW, and
many aim to promote the longevity of shared natural resources; CSG and SBB both
operate on the understanding that salmon and water are contextualized resources, used for
a variety of purposes that are integral to life. Utilizing this common multi-purpose, multirationale, and multi-meaning framework provides a platform of similarity that encourages
comparisons and analysis. Due to the time restraints of this thesis, research into other
organizations was not possible for this project. Narrowing the scope provided an
opportunity for attention to depth over breadth of knowledge in the arena of stakeholder
engagement in governing processes of transboundary resources.
SBB is similar to CSG in that it is not established as a non-profit, but is different
in that the ‘campaign’ style focus is largely economic while CSG intentionally highlights
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indigeneity; these diverse structures complement each other in this research project. Each
organization largely focuses on the specific sub-region in which it is located, but also
utilizes and advocates partnerships throughout the PNW and beyond. They also differ in
aims and approaches to governance: CSG largely aims to bring governing bodies together
to collaborate on policy while respecting jurisdictional differences; SBB aims to promote
accountability and the sustainable use of resources in the most effective and timely
manner, with less attention placed on scalar jurisdictions. Both CSG and SBB utilized
their communities and conceptualized meaningful engagement as participatory and often
involving deliberative processes, which was a major finding of this project. Furthermore,
while their approaches to governing scales differed, both groups engaged across scales,
blurring jurisdictional boundaries and activating community participation largely at the
local and international scale. Utilizing groups with divergent approaches to governance
provided nuance to the exploration of local stakeholder engagement, and supports a more
holistic answer to the research question.

This chapter discussed the methodology of this thesis project, which aimed to
utilize the Pacific Northwest context and the shared resources and multiple authoritative
bodies of the region to build an understanding of local stakeholder involvement in the
responsible governance of wild salmon. The Coast Salish Gathering and Salmon Beyond
Borders are two organizations that worked toward this goal. The literature review
chapter, as well as the previous PNW application chapter, situated how the chosen case
study was positioned within the arenas of governance, stakeholder participation, and
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scalar politics. Utilizing publicly available documents, public responses, and semi-formal
interviews, and subsequently conducting a qualitative thematic analysis, provided insight
and illustration of this specific context. The next chapter presents the data analysis and
recounts the outcome of this project through a lens of meaningful engagement through
deliberative processes.
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5. DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY: A FRAMEWORK OF ENGAGEMENT

Governance is conceptualized in a myriad of ways; broadly speaking, however,
the status quo of current governing processes was considered unacceptable by
stakeholders in the PNW. Too much is at stake—livelihoods, resources, and future
generations were not considered relevant players at the table, and thus processes must
consider these dynamics, too. This chapter aims to illustrate how stakeholders perceive
their role in decision-making processes, and describes their actions therein. It begins by
discussing specific methods of engagement used by local stakeholders and then uses
diagrams to illustrate and describe scalar participation in governance. The chapter further
aims to provide a background for the remaining two data analysis chapters which discuss
key examples of meaningful engagement through deliberative values across governing
scales and the ongoing process of governance rescaling, which is characterized by
simultaneous upward and downward mobility, toward the local and international scales.

5.1 Methods of Engagement
“…like throwing spaghetti at the wall and seeing what will stick.”108
This section briefly discusses a myriad of engagement methods that stakeholders
performed. It is not an exhaustive list, but illustrates that both CSG and SBB engage in
many ways. The aim of this study was not to present a list of engagement methods; thus,
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it would be imprudent to spend too much time doing so. Instead, discussing the use of
multiple methods provides a better opportunity for analysis of stakeholder action.
Local community engagement was conducted through local events including
barbecues, parade gatherings, and formal meetings. SBB utilized community meetings
including presentations with established groups like local chambers of commerce, as well
as informal conversations and community presence, and speaking with locals on the
ground to generate interest, knowledge, and awareness of the current salmon situation;
finding local ‘champions’ was another method described by an SBB affiliate, as well.109
These champions were energized about the cause and committed to the work of these
organizations; utilizing the local knowledge of champion-actors, and their relationships
within their communities was helpful for achieving municipal-scale outcomes, and ideal
for reflecting local wants and needs. Empowering local actors to educate, engage, and
lead others allowed SBB to utilize networks and strengthen partnerships across the
region. Many local celebrations involved a love of place, and celebrated the resources
these organizations are fighting to protect. SBB participated in and coordinated the
Southeast Feast, a now annual event, which celebrates local harvest and discussed
transboundary issues (Capital City Weekly, 7/20/16). SBB frequently serves wild salmon
at events, as does CSG. While serving and celebrating salmon is specific to the cause, it
is also endemic to the region, and most events also utilize the shared resource, illustrating
the regional significance of salmon.
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Working within municipalities was one way to collaborate and unify to increase
social capital. Local stakeholders already maintain knowledge and connection within
communities, and thus they were ready to mobilize at this level. The town of Petersburg,
AK sent a letter to the State about mining development, suggesting the implementation of
an International Joint Commission (IJC) body, the regulatory mechanism of the 1909
Boundary Waters Treaty, created to address transboundary water conflicts between the
United States and Canada, then a British protectorate (KFSK, 10/21/15). Thus, a central
aspect of SBB’s work aimed to exert pressure on lower levels of government to put
pressure on upper levels who may then formally request such a review.
Participating in state/provincial level government hearings was also utilized as a
strategy of engagement. SBB and affiliates regularly spoke at relevant community
meetings and legislative committees; CSG regularly communicated with these
governmental arcs to continue productive relationships. Direct engagement with
governing processes is also possible through contentious action: protest, for example, was
used, but focusing on working together in partnership was a more common strategy used
specifically in transboundary regions—likely because there is no singular body to whom
one might voice concern. The heavy police presence and contentious relationship
between police and activists at an annual meeting of Imperial Metals urging investors to
divest, characterized Vancouver in May 2017 (National Observer, 5/25/17).110 In the
PNW fishing context, protest was often, though not always, performed by indigenous
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actors. Using other methods of stakeholder engagement further illustrated governance as
a broad framework that shapes the actions and institutions of life. For example, local
stakeholders attempted to shape practice by going straight to the source of what they see
as the problem—mining companies in the case of the current AK/BC dispute. And yet,
tribal and First Nations representatives were not able to sway Seabridge Gold
Incorporated’s practice at their yearly general meeting (Canadian Press, 6/25/15).
Seabridge Gold representatives argued that their practices were acceptable under both
Canadian and American law, and thus they had no legal or moral reason to change their
behavior. Thus, protest largely did not serve as a productive means to promote change,
but did generate awareness through publicity.
SBB and members from other organizations including Rivers without Borders, the
United Tribal Transboundary Mining Working Group (UTTMWG), United Fishermen of
Alaska, Center for Science in Public Participation, Alaska Miners Association, and the
Council of Alaska Producers testified on April 6, 2017, in front of the Alaska House
Special Committee on Fisheries.111 The participation of these stakeholder groups in a
hearing about a joint resolution, which holds no legal standing on its own but is used to
make a recommendation or voice consensus, served to validate the role of state
lawmakers as having a position of authority and influence in the PNW. The participation
also asserted the relevance of these organizations and represented the voice of local
constituencies. Engaging at hearings served as an impetus for generating further ‘buzz,’
which garnered community support.
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Numerous letters to the editor were submitted about these hearings, and many
social media posts encouraged hearing attendance; messages suggested contacting
lawmakers, writing letters, and speaking about these actions around the community. The
joint resolution itself, which was sponsored by a lawmaker of the PNW, aimed to
encourage the congressional delegation of Alaska to ask for the implementation of the
IJC.112 SBB and partners see this treaty as a key step in resolving the dispute about how
these resources are being utilized; it was explicitly created to resolve issues about
boundary waters, and thus would logically fit into the current conflict’s narrative which is
characterized by differing ideas about how the boundary waters are being affected by
resource-use near the border. SBB actively encouraged individuals and groups, organized
localities, tribal entities, and lawmakers as individuals and groups at the state and federal
level, to enact the Boundary Waters Treaty, which would utilize established methods of
dispute resolution to address contemporary concerns.113 Engagement with Canadian
counterparts to work toward this aim was conducted at the research was performed.
Using lower levels of government, which are more accessible, helped create stepping
stones to upper-level government engagement, which is necessary for treaty enactment.
Local stakeholders thus mobilized smaller units of official governments to apply pressure
at additional scales of governance, especially the international. It was inferred that the
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State of Alaska legislature could then exert pressure to encourage congressional
delegates, and the US government, to act to implement the IJC.
CSG worked toward establishing consensus on shared values of deliberation and
policy mechanisms, also placing value on governmental institutions and decision-making
bodies. The explicit quest for consensus differed from the aims of SBB, which attempted
to find common ground to achieve a specific outcome; consensus itself was not a focus
for SBB. Meaningful engagement is a central value and aim of CSG; indigenous groups
are able to engage on a government-to-government level, which was described as
“meaningful,” connoting the respect associated with official recognition.114 Thus,
organizing local stakeholders generated support, drew attention to issues, and promoted
community; local stakeholders also represented the voices of these groups of people
through a diverse group of cooperative mechanisms. Thus, these groups acted as a voice
of and voice for their constituencies; local stakeholder organizations embodied
democratic ideology. As such, they deepened democratic society.
Notions of deliberative democracy characterize substantial portions of this
conversation which is based on expectations of participation and local stakeholder
engagement in governing processes. John Dryzek largely contributed to the deliberative
democratic discussion, focusing on ponderings of discursive thought which can be
expressed in the public sphere, transnationally, and by the state, and expands democratic
thought to focus less on voting and more on larger participatory processes.115 The current
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social, political, and technologic climate is dynamic and shifting. Stakeholders utilize
both established, formal mechanisms of participation, and innovative methods that
creatively reach intended audiences. Less formal engagement methods are used to
support democratic pathways. Artistic communication and representation were used to
communicate goals that demonstrate and embody shared values. At annual gatherings,
CSG welcomes indigenous traditions of dance, song, masks, and celebration. Utilizing
this type of artistic expression further celebrates and embodies practices of livelihood and
expectations of representation. Utilizing such beauty celebrates human tradition and
culture as a substantive resource. SBB utilized high quality photography and videography
to illustrate the beauty and impact of the transboundary region, which also communicates
the necessity of protecting and sustaining the health of salmon stocks. Both methods of
artistic expression celebrated and communicated the flowing resources of the region as
un-bounded: transboundary. This term was significant to both CSG and SBB; CSG
regularly engages across political boundaries and articulated pride in this behavior.116
SBB produced the short film Xboundary, to illustrate the conflict it is working to solve;
specifically labeling the character of the conflict as transboundary demonstrates the
significance SBB places on the term, as well. Sharing and working cooperatively across
constructed borders, similar to the flow of water and salmon, was expected by both CSG
and SBB.
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5.2 Relationships Configured
Originally, I conceptualized the role of stakeholders as external to governing
processes which are bordered and placed hierarchically in scale. This relationship is
displayed in Figure 4, which uses arrows to demonstrate how local stakeholders engaged
with political scales to influence governing processes. Figure 5 then turns this
relationship on its head: instead of focusing on the hierarchical legal structures or
jurisdictional decision-makers or institutions,117 the inverted triangle focuses on the size
of the constituency, and better reflects the range of stakeholders who are impacted by
shared resource-related processes, and are included in the framework. The stakeholders
are no longer represented as external to governing processes; the arrows are thus solely
within the schema. This presentation further attempts to display the blurriness of
bordered bodies, which is demonstrated through the dashed-lines; the scales are not
distinct, which differs from the first representation. ‘Inter-state’ and
‘Community/Municipal’ are bolded in Figure 5, representing the substantial efforts of
stakeholders to engage with these scales. Both figures show the grey triangle, labeled
‘Indigenous,’ reflecting how indigenous communities maintain decision-making bodies at
each of these scales, and between them, further transcending political scales. This grey
does not represent the access that all indigenous people have to non-indigenous decisionmaking bodies, but illustrates that their own bodies exist across scales, which thus
positions some of these bodies to interact through government-to-government channels.
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The blurriness of scalar borders can be explored further. The last figure, Figure 5,
illustrates a shared scalar space with interacting borders. CSG configures such a
framework at its annual gathering. This nested Venn diagram illustrates how CSG creates
a forum for debate for all relevant stakeholders (both government and non-government
representatives) to participate in policy debates. This figure specifically applies to the
gatherings; Figure 5 still defines the broad scalar relationships through which CSG
predominantly engages.

Figure 4 Governance Model: Bordered Scales and External Stakeholders

NOTE: Blue arrows reflect engagement efforts of local stakeholders across jurisdictional
scales.
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Figure 4 illustrates the notion that local stakeholders are entities external to
governing processes. The four included political scales (community/municipality,
state/province, country, and inter-state) are illustrated as part of the central governing
framework. The blue arrows demonstrate that local stakeholders attempt to influence
governing processes and outcomes at each of the political scales; the arrows between
scales reveal the intent of local stakeholders to attempt to utilize governing bodies to
influence bodies at other scales. This figure does not adequately illustrate governing
processes and stakeholder involvement in these processes. The research of this project
thus helped formulate Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Governance Model Re-Configured

NOTE: Blue arrows reflect engagement efforts of local stakeholders across jurisdictional
scales.

Figure 5 more accurately reflects the ongoing engagement of local stakeholders in
governing processes in the PNW. Local stakeholders are reflected as internal to the
governing scales, and no longer bodies that try to exert influence externally. As such, the
inverted triangle mirrors the size of the constituency—the community-level is thus
smaller than the inter-state scale. The arrows still reflect activism and engagement of
local stakeholders, but because they are no longer presented as external actors, the arrows
demonstrate engagement between jurisdictions. Local stakeholders exist within each
political scale, and engage across them. As democratic entities, decision-makers are
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ideally responsive to their constituencies and are illustrated as not separated, which
differs from the illustration in Figure 4. Figure 5 instead embraces the porous nature of
these borders, which is reflected in the dashed line between political scales. The porous
nature of these borders, and the deliberation and engagement across scales was a major
finding in this thesis. Both figures, however, do reflect how indigenous decision-making
bodies exist within and across each of the four presented political scales. The grey
reflects a specific dynamic, but is not a fully distinct scale; indigenous stakeholders are
still participants of the other scales, as well. Figure 5 further highlights the specific scales
that local stakeholders have focused their actions: the bolded ‘Inter-state’ and
‘Community/Municipal’ scales reflect the locale of most engagement efforts.
Figure 5 more accurately reflects the ongoing engagement efforts of local
stakeholders in the PNW transboundary-resource political landscape; both CSG and SBB
engaged across scales, from within their constituencies, to influence outcomes across
political jurisdictions. This framework is helpful to illustrate and better formulate how
particular engagement methods are conducted; both how and where activism occurs, and
who the object of influence may be, can provide insight into how governance is
conceptualized by local stakeholders. For example, in the case of encouraging letters to
the editor from local constituents to request implementation of the IJC crosses
boundaries; SBB acted within the community level to encourage locals to write letters
which then encouraged Alaskan state lawmakers to support further international action.
The activism spanned political scales. CSG encouraged Coast Salish individuals to
participate in a multitude of political processes; promoting cooperative relationships
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across governing bodies—including country, state/province, and tribal/First Nations
groups like the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission further highlights the
blurriness of scalar boundaries. In some ways, CSG and SBB differed in their approaches
to political action. For example, one of CSG’s dominant methods of engagement was
through the annual gathering, the policy-discussion format through which multiple actors
from various jurisdictions participated, working toward consensus and common ground.
Figure 6 illustrates the scalar dynamics at play in shared spaces created to transcend
jurisdictional borders.

Figure 6 Scalar Governance Venn Diagram
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Figure 6 illustrates the shared, joint-scalar composition of the CSG annual
gathering. As a forum for policy discussion, and shared common ground, Figure 6
demonstrates that while each jurisdictional scale may have distinct interests, a forum to
discuss commonalities can be productive because there is some overlapping—as in the
case of transboundary resources. While CSG still operates within the framework
presented in Figure 5 which demonstrates porous borders and the internal activism of
local stakeholders, Figure 6 further highlights the blurriness of jurisdictional borders, and
the role of deliberation and engagement across borders through particular engagement
methods, like the annual gathering policy forum.

Both CSG and SBB engaged in political processes in a multitude of ways,
conducting campaigns and efforts to facilitate responsible and attentive decision-making
processes in regard to transboundary resources. These actions were mostly directed at the
local and international scales, which is discussed further in Chapter 7. The nature of
engagement across political scales through many methods including formal discussions,
advocacy campaigns, protest, and letters to the editor demonstrates how local
stakeholders are not external bodies, but rather components of scaled jurisdictions.
Furthermore, these jurisdictions are not distinct, but porous; stakeholders act within and
across these scales through deliberative methods to facilitate political action. Political
action and meaningful engagement largely occurred through a deliberative framework,
which is discussed in the next chapter.
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6. DELIBERATIVE VALUES AND MEANINGFUL ENGAGEMENT

In a region with bordered jurisdictions, decision-makers are set up to serve their
constituencies first. This system presents a problem when those negatively affected by
these decisions are outside the scope of said jurisdiction. This chapter discusses
stakeholder strategies of meaningful engagement and participation throughout scales
which occurs through a myriad of processes that often fit into the characteristics of
deliberation, previously referenced through John Dryzek’s framework of deliberative
democracy which focuses on participation and process, instead of the outcome, of
governing processes. Both CSG and SBB utilized deliberative strategies which were
expressed through three key arenas: dialogue and cooperative processes; value of place;
and science and education methods.
This chapter first discusses how dialogue and cooperative processes were used by
CSG and SBB to promote and maintain neighborly relationships across borders. Dialogue
and cooperation were utilized specifically as a forum for consensus and as a method of
solution building. The PNW environment further served as an arena of deliberation
through discussions of how ‘place’ was a valued entity worthy of protection. The salmon
habitat and PNW environment is discussed in two key areas: its abundant, life-giving
nature and as a space of indigenous sovereignty. Lastly, this chapter discusses how
scientific production and education initiatives were also conducted through
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communicative relationships. The next chapter uses the deliberative framework to discuss
jurisdictional bounding, or configurations of current scalar processes, which focus on
both local and international jurisdictional engagement.

6.1 Being Neighborly: Dialogue and Cooperation
Being neighborly characterizes much of the Canada/US relationship; local
stakeholders and shared resources further cultivate this cordiality. CSG hosted an annual
forum for policy debate where decision-makers, leaders, and various stakeholders can sit
at a common table. Such a forum aims to identify common ground and remove
bureaucratic barriers while respecting jurisdictional bodies.118 Creating a space for
common dialogue was described as productive, and served to help create a more re-active
climate, encouraging responses and addressing issues as they arose. The value placed on
dialogue was also demonstrated through official state and co-efforts, as in the case of the
signing of both an AK/BC Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in November of 2015,
and a subsequent Statement of Cooperation (SoC) in 2016.
Speaking within communities and sharing updates in person and through media,
especially regarding ongoing activities that affect the community and shared borders, was
also a relevant, less-formal, dialogue practice. Transparent and respectful communication
was thus perceived as an expected aspect of neighborliness, across borders and within
jurisdictions. Dialogue occurs through a variety of interactions; the previous chapter
discussed methods of engagement used by local stakeholders. Speaking at government
hearings and formal engagements is a method of dialogue; using art as a platform for
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discussion and thought is also a dialogue process. Notions of deliberative democracy are
thus embedded within these shared values, used to generate support and encourage
responsible practice. These notions of governance that highlight participation and are
less focused on institutions are what Emma Norman and Karen Baker would characterize
as ‘soft path’ methods, which they discuss as inherently more cooperative than
institutions based in federal government power, as they speak about Canada/US
relations.119 This section further discusses consensus and solution-building as neighborly
deliberative practices.
6.1.1 Forum for Consensus
Working groups and joint bodies were formed to find policy and practice
alignment on transboundary issues. In one article, Annie Zak of Alaska Dispatch News
discussed the signing of the AK/BC SoC, which established a working group with highlevel representatives from Alaska state departments and British Columbia ministries
(Alaska Dispatch News, 10/7/16). The creation of such a working group demonstrated
how high-level individuals across borders can work together to generate ideas and
oversee implementation of relationship standards. However, the non-binding nature of the
MoU and SoC illustrates the sometimes-detrimental side of consensus-building; for
example, if all actors must agree, sometimes it is difficult to effectively act, which can be
problematic in time-sensitive conflicts. The United Tribal Transboundary Mining
Working Group (UTTMWG) is another organization that worked to promote dialogue
and policy solutions at various levels, and networked with SBB and familiar with CSG.
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UTTMWG communicated the value of generating ideas about using the International
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), a member organization with governments and
civil society groups, and particularly the Building River Dialogue and Governance
(BRIDGE) program, and reported looking at the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, as a method of coming to uniform practice.120 Generating ideas
about addressing mining concerns through new forums, and continually participating in
more consistent traditions of state/provincial, federal, and business practice, demonstrates
the widespread application of working groups. Whether considering specific policy
initiatives aimed to change specific practice, or brainstorming ideas for potential new
networks with which to partner, working groups appear to be a sustained strategy of
dialogue by stakeholders in the PNW, across a myriad of constituencies.
Many working groups are being formulated or re-organized to better facilitate
dialogue and discussion to address concerns. It is integral to address the complexities of
these issues, as well as the arrangements and practices of these groups. The drawn-out
negotiations between treaty tribes in Western Washington and the State of Washington
regarding fishing practice have sometimes dominated narratives, as in the discussion of
cooperative co-management of salmon stocks in a time when low returns and habitat loss
make the abundance of salmon less prominent (Indian Country Today, 6/10/16). Fewer
fish raise the stakes; continued cooperative discussions and joint-efforts demonstrate the
commitment of stakeholders to engage meaningfully, but also the supposition of groups
to be at the table as rightful members of the discussion. Coming to a consensus using
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communicative action was a key trend performed by varied interest groups. However, it
was not the only focus; within networks of local stakeholders, sometimes consensus was
not the aim, but rather generating solutions in partnership was the intention. Instead of
focusing on the issues that separated divergent interests or perspectives, which were
barriers to consensus, working toward building solutions provided a more productive plan
of action in some cases.
6.1.2 Solution-Building
Local stakeholders asserted their relevance as participants in governing processes,
helping to generate solutions that aim to benefit the greater community and environment
through deliberative processes. Community discussions and group dialogue productions
were used toward a variety of aims. Forums allowed voices to be heard; they further
allowed problems to be labeled and fleshed out. Sharing a table with people across
constituencies also served as a method of crowdsourcing for solutions; utilizing a
network of interactions and perspectives encouraged partners to generate more productive
outcomes than may be possible alone.
CSG created an explicitly policy-centered forum that encourages decisionmakers and leaders to generate solutions that cross political boundaries. CSG members
have been lauded for their work in governance; bringing actors from diverse governing
scales and spaces (political, economic, social, and cultural) to the table is perhaps radical
in itself. Policy serves as one method to produce solutions, but that is not the singular
method. Commercial fishermen Paul Mackie and Jon Flora discussed a formal dialogue
between the Alaska Miners Association and fishing industry personnel in their
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commentary article; while critiquing methods of discussion that seemed to “greenwash”
industry differences, the fishermen participants appreciated the idea of an inclusive
dialogue (Alaska Dispatch News, 11/3/15). Discussion about the prosperity of Alaskans
was perceived to be relevant and significant to cooperative solution-building, but the
meaningful engagement was lacking—substance was required, as well. Simply
promoting a dialogue as a box to check off did not satisfactorily meet the standard of
‘meaningful engagement’ by local stakeholders.
CSG and SBB worked on a multi-pronged front to address concerns about
contemporary problems and the viability of a prosperous future. SBB focused on mining
projects in Canada that impact the waters of Alaskan salmon; the main mechanism they
sought to address these concerns was the IJC, which would establish a forum for
addressing concerns in the future, as well. Promoting the long-term productivity and
sustainability of the resources of the region, as well as a symbiotic relationship between
humans and the greater ecosystem, one can infer, was a priority for these organizations.
The methods used by CSG and SBB varied. SBB is a newer organization, and, as
of July 2017, continues to formulate their broad framework of goals and ideals; in a
personal interview, the best-possible outcomes were articulated through a ‘pipedream
scenario’: a five-year pause on mining in the region, a timeframe which would allow
studies to be performed about the health of the ecosystem and potential impacts, to
streamline data, and to update and require best practice, best technology, and strict
liability.121 While the specific goals articulated in this ‘ideal outcome’ were then not
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future-focused, the overall vision is a long game. The long-term sustainability of the
region was articulated as the goal; enacting the IJC would create a body in perpetuity,
ready to discuss conflicts about the boundary waters.
Brian Cladoosby of the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community spoke at the 2017
Coast Salish gathering. “The decisions we make now are not only for the Coast Salish
people today,” explained the Coast Salish leader, “… they are for the future of the Salish
Sea and for all generations to come,” (San Juan Islander, 2/28/17). The decisions and
relationships that were articulated and contrived in these gatherings, and through work of
the Coast Salish Gathering as an organization, promoted respect, shared values, and
cooperation toward problem-solving, with people from all nations and backgrounds.
Their objectives were explicitly articulated as forward-thinking. Local stakeholders in the
PNW were simultaneously focused on contemporary conflicts and sustainable methods
for addressing conflict in the future.
“Every government has the right to harvest its resources,” argued the Ketchikan
Daily News editorial from February 9, 2015, “…but that right comes with a responsibility
to the entire region.” This statement followed a discussion of the old colloquialism
regarding good fences and good neighbors, arguing that in transboundary regions, good
fences are not feasible. The bounty of the region is shared by populations without regard
to political borders. This perceived ‘responsibility to protect’ was also acknowledged by
officials in both the US and Canada; transboundary relationships, for example, were a
focal point of Alaska Lieutenant Governor Byron Mallott’s office. The connection
between shared resources and region transcends the physical border; responsibility to
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protect the region for sustained and future use was communicated as the highest
bidding.122 This communicated responsibility also describes why CSG continues to
engage with governmental agencies like the EPA/Environment Canada, and hosts a
forum, but has yet to sign as party to agreements because of how these agencies’ agendas
shift due to political trends, while CSG’s aims are less sensitive to regime change. The
“tied obligation” of the Coast Salish people was described as to the communities around
the Salish Sea and surrounding region, which cannot be swayed by the political whims of
administrations.123
Sustaining and promoting productive relationships can be described as
‘neighborly’ behavior. Much of Canada/US relations are described as neighborly:
comments from presidents and spokespeople often describe it as such. “Alaskans Leery
of Bad Neighbours Amid B.C. Gold Rush,” reads the title of one 2015 article, alluding to
the perceived and upheld ‘good neighbors’ standard that has been sustained for
centuries—perhaps since the War of 1812 (HuffPost British Columbia, 7/15/15). Jim
Posewitz further described how truly good neighbors don’t need good fences, which he
argues is inappropriate for the Northern terrain which “…is not conducive to fencing,”
and that good neighbors are based on cooperative relationships (Alaska Dispatch News,
9/10/15). Local stakeholders emphasized that which their communities shared, not what
separated them. While the methods and specific objectives of CSG, SBB, and other
stakeholder organizations varied, a focus on collaboration, cooperation, and long-term
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For example, during a Canadian visit, Mallott specifically planned to visit the Mt. Polley mine area, a
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relationships were dominant aims. Working together and sustaining norms of
camaraderie are efforts that stakeholders embody with unparalleled positivity and
resilience.124
Emma Norman sought to define what makes a good upstream neighbor in her
book, Governing Transboundary Waters: Canada, the United States and Indigenous
Communities. She originally focused on transparency, ongoing communication, respect,
empathy, equality, and equity; through her research, she later includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a commitment to ongoing problem-solving and innovation (even in times of noncrisis);
knowledge of place;
inter-generational education;
working together (pulling together);
honoring water;
daily reflection on priority areas;
matching action with values;
doing what you can, individually;
being part of the solution (everyone takes ownership of issues);
using most available technology, but grounding it in culture;
incorporating “old ways” and “new ways” in problem-solving;
strength in diversity – diverse worldviews help solve problems;
ability to see both locally and globally (frog’s eye view and bird’s eye view).125
Norman analyzed these characteristics as being accomplished through arduous

work, preparation, foresight, flexibility, commitment to diversity, and collective
conscience (a unifying principle of water), and settles on the notion that good neighbors
cooperate in times of crisis and non-crisis.126 While the incentive to participate and
support transboundary institutions and relationships may be highest in times of conflict; it
124
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is the sustained efforts that are required of good upstream neighbors. Norman argues it is
the wider goals of self-determination, self-governance, and ecosystem protection that can
catalyze sustained participation with respect and integrity.127 While her comments were
specifically related to indigenous-led transboundary institutions, the insights apply to
other networks of joint governance which include local participation, as well. Both CSG
and SBB focused on using common values, which helped facilitate collaboration between
diverse interest groups. Shared values serve to catalyze collaboration and the
development of new, shared solutions. Furthermore, they were used to encourage further
cooperation with a variety of actors. Conflict scholars Edy Kaufman et al. describe the
importance of an initial, adversarial phase of relations when positions are discussed;
arguing it is then integral to go through the reflexive, needs-focused stage where one gets
to know the “neighbor,” before adjourning to a more integrative search toward solutions
based on mutual recognition of interests.128 The repetitive ‘neighborly’ focus further
substantiated the necessity of working together and sharing, building solutions and
respect together.

Dialogue is one method of communicating shared values, which promotes
community. Stakeholders iterated the necessity of local involvement in governing
processes; dialogue and community events were used to generate a support base that is
‘local’. Shared resources and transboundary territories complicate labeling who is
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affected by the use of resources in the region; bordering is a political act. Common
democratic notions encourage the idea that those affected by actions should be part of the
constituency, but when actions cross the border, these notions complicate the practical
application of defining a relevant population. Cooperating and coordinating across
political and social borders aimed to address that conflict.

6.2 Shared Place, Shared Values
“It is all about that place, our place,” wrote Gottfriedson and Olsen about PNW
shared waterways, “…our place is an entire interrelated system of symbiotic relationships
within which we live: all things are connected,” (The Hill Times, 6/27/16). To narrow the
scope of the study and describe relevant dynamics at play, this study focused on the PNW
region. Thus, by geographic necessity, relevant parties were connected to, and placed
value on, the region. Hence the label, ‘local stakeholder’. In the PNW, stakeholders
asserted their stake by describing their relationship to the environment, thus asserting the
value placed on the land and water. In an interview, a CSG affiliate specifically asserted
the value of place-based power, articulating how members and partners of CSG utilize a
respect and love for the PNW and Salish Sea as a source of inspiration and influence.129
Annual gatherings rotate between communities in traditional Coast Salish territory, which
further substantiates relationships across the region.130 Deliberative methods including
dialogue processes, literature distribution, and policy forums utilized the central, agreed
upon value of the significance of the region. This section discusses how the value of
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place was utilized as a tool for deliberation in two key areas: its abundance and lifegiving nature, and sovereign claims.
6.2.1 Abundance, Life-Giving
The value of wealth and health of salmon in the PNW is difficult to quantify, and
provides a multitude of opportunities for discussion. Speaking about the value of water
and salmon through a lens of providing sustenance and as a specific lifeforce speaks to
the power and necessity of respecting it. Stakeholders did not communicate that these
transboundary resources were components of territorial or property disputes; instead, they
articulated the necessity of these resources for sustaining life. Representatives of both
CSG and SBB described the waterways that cross through this politically-bounded region
as the “lifeblood” of transboundary communities.131 The language of lifeblood also
describes the intergenerational focus of some stakeholder groups, and especially
indigenous actors who substantively consider future generations, as well; sustaining the
prosperity of the region for life was described as the responsibility of all.132
The AK/BC transboundary rivers, the Taku, Stikine, and Unuk, “…are life-giving
waters to cultures – Native and non-Native – that rely on the health of these waterways
and what they provide for the people,” reported one article, speaking to the cross-cultural
connection of these resources in that they provide for the bellies and passions of the
populations they create (Pacific Fishing, April 2016). Communities both upriver and
downriver rely on the productivity of these waterways to live, and they have for
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generations. Local stakeholders communicated the importance of tradition and life; the
prosperity of the region has depended on the abundance of these shared waterways, and
will continue to depend on it in the future.
The celebration of the territory was another dominant trend when discussing
abundance of the transboundary region; celebrating promotes camaraderie and shared
common ground. As described in the previous chapter, events like the Southeast Feast
and Salmonfest are methods that engaged with ‘community’ across generations and
borders, and promoted festivity. Celebrating in others’ victories, and sharing successes
also dominated discussions. Sharing joy, even in the face of precarity, garnered further
social capital.133 Tulalip News’ June 21, 2017 article discussed the annual celebration
welcoming the first king of the season—respecting salmon, ancestors, the environment,
and the community, served to ensure the future, and celebrating through a salmon bake
allowed that tradition to continue. This forum of celebration also encouraged people to
remember the hardships in boarding/residential schools; continuing the ceremony was a
form of cultural revitalization and securing of identity.

The abundance of these rivers is difficult to quantify; attempts are continuously
being made.134 At the behest of SBB, the McDowell Group conducted a 2016 economic
analysis of the Stikine, Taku, and Unuk watersheds in Southeast Alaska, which reported
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For example, an account of the decade-best sockeye run on the Stikine, celebrated the remarkable
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the economic impact of the commercial fishing industry in Southeast Alaska as a billiondollar industry in a 30-year forecast.135 Commenting on the wealth through a lens of
natural resource extraction, which has long characterized the region, demonstrated how
such industries continue to be a hallmark of success. Goldmines are used as the standard
of worth; interestingly, it was the mines across the Canadian border that are extracting
gold and other minerals like copper and zinc, that are narrated as the threat to current
subsistence and economic prosperity of the Southeast side of the region, and thus a threat
to the ecosystem of the region, as well. The abundance of salmon of salmon and clean
waterways that sustain life are threatened and characterized through this gold standard.
6.2.2 Sovereign
A connection to the past and respect for traditional knowledge was a central
aspect of how the shared territory was communicated as significant. Indigenous people
have a sovereign claim to the land. In British Columbia, the un-ceded territory presents a
unique relationship between First Nations and the federal government; Southeast Alaska
presents a different unique relationship: 19 tribes are recognized by the federal
government. Acknowledging the sovereign rights of these people who often do not
support unsustainable practices further legitimized the claim that action should change.
The status of sovereignty allowed for discussions to occur at an elevated scale, and thus
was perceived as having a greater likelihood of catalyzing policy changes. CSG is
formulated on this notion, and conducts its work with both non-governmental and
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governmental agencies across political scales, which is possible largely because of its
sovereign nation status.
“This whole place is sacred,” claimed a local of Southeast Alaska discussing the
land, as reported by Lisa Phu of the Juneau Empire, “…we feel that unless we address the
historical trauma and multigenerational grief, we’re not going to be here to protect the
lands and waters, and be good stewards…” alluding to the complex relationship between
the federal government and indigenous people (Juneau Empire, 7/18/16). In both the US
and Canada, acts of genocide and blatant disrespect for indigeneity are still lived histories
of older generations who were sent to residential schools, aiming to kill the Indian in the
child. While both Canada and the US have taken strides in acknowledging past atrocities,
the relationships with indigenous peoples are still rocky. And yet, based on treaty and
acknowledged rights, nation-status necessitates legal government-to-government
relations. Indigenous local stakeholders used this legal framework to validate their
actions.
Notions of stewardship and mutually beneficial relations with the environment
demonstrate the relevance of respect. Claims of sovereignty further illuminated and
advised acceptable behavior—sustainability was proselytized as key. Furthermore, the
acknowledgement of sovereignty is an accepted norm in the current international state
system, even if indigeneity complicates the notion. Discussions of sovereignty also
framed the narrative that indigeneity and environmental protection are tied.136
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It should be noted that indigeneity and environmental protection have not always been tied; for
example, when logging dominated the PNW economy, clearcutting was commonly advocated by tribes
and First Nations affiliates, though harmful to the ecosystem.
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Drawing attention to shared values of place put emphasis on common ground, and
therein drew unity and generated capital to enact change that may be less likely if the
various interest groups were distinct. In an interview, an SBB affiliate their work as
speaking through shared values.137 These shared values were explicitly articulated and
used to generate support in discursive processes: at gatherings, participants could share in
the bounty of the food of the region; in formal meetings and publications, listeners were
encouraged to support the knowledge and incommensurable relationship that local
indigenous tribes/First Nations maintain with the land/region. Abundance and
sovereignty were explicitly utilized by CSG and SBB, and intrinsically presented through
processes of engagement with multiple bodies. Shared values, thus, were a vehicle that
encouraged the joining of deliberative methods of governance and scalar politics.
Scientific methodologies and educational measures were also utilized as a forum for
deliberation to contribute to governing processes, which is discussed in the next section.

6.3 Science and Education
While the presentation of science is often critiqued for political leanings, hard
scientific data are generally considered unbiased, impartial fact that can be agreed upon
by all. Moreover, common frameworks dictate that confirmed fact should be used as
guiding principles for policy and action. Thus, obtaining and disseminating this
information is relevant and necessary; stakeholders used education and science to convey
their ideas and shape responsible governing practices. Local stakeholders were not only
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able to generate a base of knowledge, they disseminated the information with policymakers and local communities alike. The creation and dissemination of this knowledge is
both process and exchange, two aspects of a deliberative framework.
Education occurs through formalized and non-formalized networks: university
studies for example, as well as stories from elders, and informal camps. Salmon Camp,
put on by the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission, aimed to help middle school
age youth, “…reconnect with nature, their culture, and the foods that have sustained them
forever,” by learning about salmon lifecycles and the multiple ecosystems they inhabit,
from stream systems to the open ocean (Northwest Public Radio, 9/2/16). Thus,
education programs served as a method of communicating shared values and promoting
knowledge; excitement and connection was presented as integral to creating future
established relationships between groups of people, and people and the environment.
While engaging with the environment as a youth promotes a respect for nature, and
predicts how some may be more likely to protect that which they understand, these
education and exposure methods were not limited to youth. Adults were also targeted
through education initiatives; exposure to unique environments, both physically and
visually, aimed to inspire a passion for action irrespective of age.138
The language of science and education has practical ramifications. Not only do
both provide a core platform and shared knowledge base, they also recount changes, and
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provide the information so that informed decisions can be made. Science and the process
of peer-review are components of deliberative democracy, which supports a variety of
communication strategies including formal deliberation, but also greetings and
storytelling, for example, as well as scientific presentation.139 This section discusses
science as a shared production and the policy-related consequences of scientific review
before problematizing ‘unbiased’ representations.
6.3.1 Science as Shared Production
Both CSG and SBB advocated for and facilitated the gathering of scientific data.
Increasing knowledge was an integral aspect of advocating for responsible governance.
The role of scientific inquiry was previously commented on by Kebo and Bunch when
discussing Canadian ENGOs and water quality monitoring; they studied specific
monitoring systems, as well as how monitoring contributes to environmental education,
and management of watersheds and bodies of water.140 Advocating for the health and
abundance of salmon was performed through an account of current health and abundance
and a comparison to that of the past. As described previously, the abundance of resources
is a specific value that stakeholders wish to protect, and assuring the abundance is
possible through an aggregation of scientific data.
CSG gathered data each year for a water quality assessment; the annual Canoe
Journey traverses the Salish Sea and canoes provide a unique setup in that when dragging
for chemical components, exhaust does not compromise the collection (motorized vessels
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would be another option for data gathering, which could alter the data). This partnership
of data collection and analysis unites Coast Salish tribes and other First Nations, as well
as state/provincial and federal governments through agencies like the United States
Geological Survey (USGS). The Central Council of Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes in
Alaska (CCTHITA) planned to start gathering water quality data from the transboundary
Southeast watersheds, which would include funding from the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(KFSK, 10/21/15). This partnership is less explicitly province/state-related, it, too,
focused on federal engagement. Perhaps such a partnership is logical in that it is largely
focuses on nation-to-nation work. Productions such as these then create a different sort of
partnership, but followed similarly in the footsteps of CSG.
Building these partnerships established norms of collaboration that then may
continue through future contact. Projects like data gathering served as a bridge between
communities, a deliberative framework through which different bodies could share and
exchange.
6.3.2 Water Quality and Policy Consequences
A recent study was published regarding the shoreline armoring occurring around
the Salish Sea, which impacts juvenile salmon breeding ground (UW News, 4/18/16).
Education specifically (through the University of Washington), and the quest for
continued scientific exploration, have policy consequences in their recommendations of
best practice and how best to limit impact on ecosystems. Local stakeholders advocated
for scientific application of policy recommendations.
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Fish consumption rates are meant to illustrate consumption patterns, and are used
by the EPA to establish acceptable water quality standards. Water quality standards are
used to quantify health ramifications for human and salmon populations. So, what
happens when the fish consumption rate does not accurately reflect how much fish is
consumed within a community? In Alaska, the fish consumption rate is officially
6.5grams per day, which is substantially less than the average Alaskan eats,141 and even
less reflective of indigenous individuals, especially those who live a subsistence lifestyle.
If it is only healthy to eat that set standard, based on tests of water quality, then the
federal government is not sufficiently protecting its population. Nation-states have an
obligation to protect their people, yet the institutional framework for enforcement is
lacking. The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, however,
does guarantee certain rights; indigenous groups have this legal framework with which to
engage. While the US is not a signatory, in 2016, Canada adopted and implemented the
Declaration, which opened the government up to critique and culpability. Local
stakeholders pursued a wide variety of engagement strategies, many being international
institutions; expanding the stakeholder group to include trans-national constituencies
expanded the multitude of strategies possible to achieve their aims.
In 2009, research in the Taku watershed showed substantial amounts of copper
and zinc which are both toxic to fish.142 Yet downriver tests have not yet been performed.
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Personal Interview, July 13. One interviewee mentioned 6.5g is about the size of your thumb—much
less than one steak of salmon—and two or three steaks are often eaten per person per day during the
summer in the PNW, especially in subsistence-tied communities.
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mortality, reported salmon ecologist Sarah O’Neal (Juneau Empire, 10/6/15).
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The creation of data sets and analyses of these sets may carry policy consequences that
could lead to forced changes in practice; conducting scientific review is thus a political
act. Through their actions, local stakeholders demonstrated they believe that hard science
is not being utilized sufficiently, or that government agencies are not using contemporary
information accountably at a standard they believe is appropriate, and thus articulated
stakeholder action as commensurate to that of watchdogs. “We will continue to watch
this closely,” stated Heather Hardcastle, SBB campaign manager, stated in regard to the
higher levels of selenium found in fish downstream from the Red Chris mine 2016
(Globe and Mail, 6/12/16). Local stakeholders participated in these processes
continuously, sustaining relationships of deliberation and exchange, which were
described as meaningful engagement strategies.
6.3.3 Science Problematized
Stakeholders in the PNW used science and education as a neutral and apolitical
method of communicating perspectives, an engagement method that promoted a
collaborative relationship. Scholar Kathleen Sullivan elaborates on some of the power
dynamics involved in conflicts regarding the inclusion and exclusion of certain
stakeholders in governing processes, and assumptions of neutrality involved in
quantitative modeling, which she argues is an important aspect of engagement; however,
she comments (following in the vein of Jurgen Habermas) that reducing social conflicts
to their technicalities can limit and/or marginalize opportunities to represent and/or
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resolve conflicts.143 Both SBB and CSG illustrated the perception that scientific data is
important and relevant to governing decisions: they seemed often guided by the notion ‘if
the government just understood the impact,’ then perhaps something would change. Such
a narrative may limit the opportunity for sourcing solutions, especially if quantitative
science is the only input through which one is looking.
Local stakeholders, however, largely acknowledged the cultural importance of
knowledge and ancestral practice. Discussions about the decline of PNW eulachon, a
non-salmonid fish also called a hooligan, are based on biological research, as well as
“traditional local knowledge” which refers to indigenous stories and ancestral accounts of
what used to be; chronicles of indigenous groups in petitioning federal governments to
protect the species through the Endangered Species Act were also discussed (National
Geographic, 7/5/15). Promoting a holistic project design was largely supported by local
stakeholders in the region, perhaps referencing a respect for the presence and inclusion of
people across social divisions; diverse life experiences bring much to the table. Local
stakeholders expected narratives to reflect holistic conceptions of the relationship
between social and physical environments, using story and science to illustrate the
complexities of the situation.
Montana’s Lake Koocanusa, provides a helpful illustration of holistic
constructions: “…it’s a whole ecosystem problem,” said University of Montana professor
and researcher Ric Hauer, arguing that focusing on scientific quantifications of the
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reservoir would not accurately reflect the regional ecology (Flathead Beacon, 11/3/15).
Local stakeholders largely articulated their concerns about the regional ecosystem
through both narrative and scientific representation, providing a contemporary
illustration.

Local stakeholders participated and encouraged governance through deliberative
strategies: explicit and formal dialogue sessions and informal exchanges provided
opportunities for these processes. Focusing on deliberative, or discursive, strategies
emphasized relationships and process, which were described as meaningful methods of
engagement. Dialogue and cooperation, which were conducted with the aims of coming
to consensus between groups with different interests, and building solutions. Utilizing
shared values of place helped these processes occur because they emphasized common
ground, and thus supported camaraderie over divergent views. In other words, the
‘neighborly’ relationship that has characterized the Canada/US association continued, and
provided a framework of co-productivity and participatory governance. Scientific
production and educational opportunities were also utilized by local stakeholders to
engage meaningfully in governing processes. These deliberative strategies focused on
exchange and process over outcome. These findings suggest that it would be wise for
scholars and practitioners, including lawmakers and local stakeholders, to engage with
governance beyond solely the decision-making level, and to include sustained processes
that occur through dialogue and deliberation. Deliberative strategies of engagement were
defining aspects of the work of both CSG and SBB in 2015-2017. These techniques were
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used to engage multiple communities and peoples across borders and throughout
Canadian, American, and transnational indigenous communities; deliberative strategies
crossed scales. The contribution of local stakeholders in transboundary resource
governance, and re-scaling processes is discussed in the next chapter.
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7. SCALING GOVERNANCE: INCLUSION OF STAKEHOLDERS

In the PNW, local stakeholders articulated the necessity of their participation in
processes of governing shared resources by describing how their lives were currently
being affected using these resources, how they were affected in the past, and how they
will be affected in the future. Sometimes that participation was exercised through critique
of official decision-making processes, otherwise it was displayed through art or protest,
letters to the editor, social media posts, or official testimony; these strategies largely
focused on deliberation and exchange between parties. Each of these activities had a
different intended audience—local, state/provincial, country, and international
jurisdictions and decision-makers. Local stakeholders engaged across these scales, and
their patterns of deliberative engagement contributed to re-scaling processes, largely
focusing on local and international scales of governance. This chapter first discusses
current governing processes which are largely characterized by state/provincial scalar
activity, as well as that of the country and nation(s). Local stakeholders engaged within
and across these scales through discursive methods which were described in the previous
chapters; their participation contributed to re-scaling processes, which are further
discussed in this chapter. The re-scaling of transboundary resource governance occurred
in two directions; in this chapter, scaling down processes are first discussed through a
lens of local-level participation, which occurred through previously described methods
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like networking and deliberative strategies which generated social capital. Subsequently,
scaling up processes are discussed, which focuses on international scales, like the
creation of the Coast Salish Gathering, and the quest for the International Joint
Commission (IJC) to be enacted. This chapter concludes by discussing how the joint
upward and downward scaling of governing transboundary resources, which was
contributed to by local stakeholder action, fits into the ‘glocalization’ pattern noticed by
Erik Swyngedouw, which was previously described in the literature review chapter.

7.1 Current Processes: States, (First) Nations, and Stakeholders
Most parties currently conceptualize governing scales through the separation of
municipal governing bodies, state/provincial institutions (as appropriate to the Canada
and US cases, which have federal government systems), the country or nation-state, and
through international frameworks. The role of stakeholders as non-scalar, outside entities
(but ideally influencers) of these governing bodies was illustrated in Figure 4, which does
not accurately reflect current governing processes. Constitutionally, Canada and the US
delegate municipal powers to towns and cities through provinces and states; this practice
then creates varied municipal governing abilities. Water governance systems are carried
out differently; Canada largely uses provincial, decentralized management systems, while
the US has a stronger federal presence, which is demonstrated through the Clean Water
Act and Endangered Species Act; Emma Norman comments on these asymmetries.144
While the systems differ, the common use of federalism implies a similar appreciation for
territorial knowledge and independence, and supports the idea that locals know best how
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to serve their constituencies. While federal law applies to many aspects of life, dominant
narratives characterize provincial and state identity; for example, locals often identify
themselves by saying, “I’m from B.C.,” or “I fish in Alaska”. State and provincial
identities are often more resonant than country-affiliation in the PNW. While federal law
serves Canada/US trade relations, solidified through trade agreements like NAFTA, that
connection is perceived as more distant from local stakeholders. Most discussions of
transboundary resources involve the lower level, state/province scale of governance,
likely because it is those within the region who are impacted to the largest extent—
regional affiliation creates stake, which is often differentiated from citizenship. A scalar
framework thus provides a significant lens through which to engage with shared resource
governance. This section first discusses current scalar configuration which largely focus
on the state/province and nation-state as referent objects; next, it discusses stakeholders
as networks and coalitions of political influence; it concludes by articulating how
stakeholder engagement contributes to governance re-scaling.
7.1.1 State/Province and Nation-State as Referent Objects
Institutions within Alaska, British Columbia, and Washington are largely
characterized as the relevant governing bodies and constituencies in regard to flow
resources like salmon. This framework has been largely apparent throughout this thesis;
these relationships, and associated terminology, have permeated the discussion.
Stakeholders and lawmakers, perhaps, feel that the state/provincial scale is a meaningful
intermediary with both local accessibility and the capacity to impact change with
efficacy. Much of SBB’s work involved generating pressure and attention within Alaska;
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a Vancouver-based BC team will likely be formed in the fall of 2017.145 “I didn’t get
much of a response from the State Department, and when I had an opportunity to meet
directly with Secretary Kerry back in February, I raised it personally with him and asked
him to please weigh in on it. He promised me that he would. We have not gotten a
satisfactory response,” said Alaska Senator Lisa Murkowski, about the difficulty of
inciting federal cooperation regarding Canadian mining activity in shared watersheds146
(KRBD, 8/10/2015). The federal scale was less responsive and productive in this arena,
perhaps because the transboundary dispute is a cold conflict and federal actors were
focused elsewhere. Nation-states have held almost exclusive jurisdiction over
transboundary waters since colonial times.147
The Alaska/British Columbia Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) and
Statement of Cooperation (SoC) provided a framework illustrating how the state and
province represented the interests of their citizens and prioritized working together;
industry representatives commented on this behavior, as well as other local stakeholders.
The Association for Mine Exploration British Columbia (AME BC) representative, for
example, said that discussing shared interests of environmental protection and resource
development is best performed through local and regional acts, rather than national or
international scales which often have more regulations (Engineering News, 11/27/15).
Municipal scales are most easily accessible to local stakeholders, and thus allow for more
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democratic practice of representation. Those with economic stake, as in the case of the
mining industry, thus perceived regional re-scaling as appropriate, and supported downscaling processes.148 However, these discussions of appropriate jurisdiction go against the
grain; these suggestions would not be made in such a way if such acts were occurring at a
substantial level. The state/province and country is largely where policy is enacted, and
policy prescribes action.
While some have noticed the lack of action of the Canadian and American federal
governments, many local stakeholders pointed to the relevance of tribes and First Nations
as appropriate sovereign entities, as well. Tribes and First Nations maintain treaty
rights—at least on paper, operating practice does not always mirror those articulated—
and thus their role in governing processes is more concrete and established under explicit
and customary law. Jerome Turner commented on the role of Xat'sūll (Soda Creek), of
the Secwepemc First Nation, when establishing mining regulations, stressing the role of
indigenous governance and partnership (Tyee, 2/7/15). The inclusion and expression of
the necessity of sovereign rights of the Secwepemc First Nation, and not only the
provincial B.C. government through the Ministry of Energy and Mines, asserted
expectations of participation through international law. In the PNW, including indigenous
bodies in governing processes was used as a tool to elevate shared resource conflicts to
the national/federal level.
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CSG utilized a shared policy dialogue as a method to incorporate different voices,
generate solutions, and cross scales. It intentionally placed indigenous governing bodies
at the center of the engagement scape, but included a variety of jurisdictions. The
inclusion of multiple voices from tribes and First Nations is one method of community
cooperation and networking that transcends current narratives and governing strategies
that are strictly distinct.
Thus, while SBB and CSG are grounded in international differences, they both
operate under the assumption that the state/province and nation, including First Nations
and tribes, are the central operating political scales, or referent objects for governing
transboundary resources in the PNW. They also operate through a mindset that
stakeholders and their networks are influencers who participate in these processes, which
is discussed in the next section.
7.1.2 Stakeholders as Networks of Cooperation: Influencers and Coalitions
CSG and SBB interacted with a variety of individuals and groups, including some
lawmakers themselves, but often other stakeholder organizations across geographical and
political fields. ‘Scale jumping’ refers to the decision of actors to engage at different
political scales in pursuit of one’s interests—engaging whichever scale may best serve
specific project needs. 149 The broad networking and regional cooperation through which
activism occurred in the PNW across and between scales is different from scale jumping.
CSG formed as a Coast Salish Gathering, and yet it welcomed the participation of other
representatives from tribes and First Nations, and embraced leaders and community
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members from all around the Salish Sea including city leaders, tribal entities from
thousands of miles away including those from the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed
Council, as well as federal affiliates from Canada and the US. Operating on a widespread
basis with stakeholders from various scales is not without thought; it was a strategic and
holistic embodiment of the inclusion of relevant parties, participation, and meaningful
engagement that contributes to the blurring of scales.
Both CSG and SBB worked with a variety of parties. In large part, news articles
discussed the significant role of those within the commercial fishing industry, indigenous
communities, and environmental groups. Both CSG and SBB intersect these divisions of
society, and cross regional and political borders. They created networked alliances. It is
helpful to discuss how dominant discourse presents ‘who matters,’ and use such
discussions as a tool for analysis. Stakeholders and ‘influencers’ were often discussed
complementarily to state and government affiliates, as well as resource extractive
industries. They were accessible to writers, and able to provide local stories that grabbed
the attention of readers. News accounts discussed various parties and personal opinions,
which illuminated the relevance of certain perspectives. While the specific parties in
these narratives is of consequence, they also varied throughout accounts. One trend held
constant: the impact of locals is significant. Both the local ecology and human impact
were characterized as directly relevant.
Oftentimes in discussions about the enactment of the IJC and appeals to players at
elevated scales like then-Secretary of State John Kerry, relevant actors included
“…municipalities, First Nations, fishing organizations and tourism groups,” who
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requested the implementation of the commission (DeSmog Canada, 7/15/15). In this
account—it was local governments through municipalities, as well as sovereign
indigenous groups and interest groups involved in fishing and tourism who were deemed
as relevant. This articulation from an environmental perspective (the byline of DeSmog
Canada is ‘Clearing the PR Pollution’), demonstrates that while environmental concerns
were obvious, the relevance of partnering with other groups was prudent and integral to
communicating whose participation was included, as well. Other accounts discussed the
concerns of tribes, fishermen, tour operators, and environmental organizations (Juneau
Empire, 8/3/15), while others focused on making space at the table for discussions to be
more inclusive to other groups, as well (Alaska Public Media, 8/6/15). Political leaders
and mining interests were often not discussed in these articles and discussions, likely
because these voices were perceived as dominant, and thus already characterized the
discussion.
The unity between politicians, tribes, fishing organizations, and environmental
groups in Alaska was also a trend (HuffPost British Columbia, 7/15/15). This unity has
not always been present, and the harmony is worth noting here. The joint-efforts were
reported in some accounts, while more contentious relationships were described in
critical opinion pieces, and through requests for political action. The range demonstrates
that the relevance of players, and the widespread network of stakeholders crosses interest
areas and scalar jurisdictions. Richard Perry et al. comment on past research that asserted
how the involvement of new actors and institutions can be helpful in resolving natural
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resource conflicts in that they “unbundle” boundaries.150 Collaborating across these
constructed social boundaries thus combines problem-solving skills and facilitates
cooperation, minimizing opportunities for deadlock. Local stakeholders collaborated with
various other groups to act as effective influencers.
Relationships across scales, through networked coalitions, is a key dynamic of
stakeholder engagement. Writing about environmental conflict in Appalachia, Hirsch and
Dukes wrote that stakeholders with the greatest influence are those who “…possess
material resources, legal rights, a leadership position, or political power.”151 Establishing
networks that cross these sectors strengthened the impact of local stakeholders, and
expanded their ability to engage and advocate based on the specific knowledge and skill
sets within the range of actors. These coalitions are often built on notions of unity and
strength through difference; unity and diversity were complementary. Shane
Gottfriedson, of British Columbia, the Tkemlups Secwepemc, and the British Columbia
Assembly of First Nations, and K’yuuhlgáansii Frederick Olsen, Jr., of Alaska, and
Kasaan Haida, and the UTTMWG, spoke to this harmony, as well: “Indigenous leaders
unite to protect international watersheds,” they said. “We are a diverse group of
indigenous peoples knows as tribes, First Nations, bands, clans, and so on. Our people
have always traded with each other, intermarried, and yes, even fought,” promoting
strength through difference (Hill Times, 6/27/16). They shared a common quest for
collaboration and accountable governing practice, across peoples and territories.
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CSG highlighted unity and strength in supporting a coalition of indigenous
activists, “My father didn't just work for the South Sound Tribes, he worked for all tribes.
We need to all come to together to protect our Native way of life," wrote Billy Frank, Jr,
in a post from the official CSG Facebook page on March 1, 2017, "To have tribal nations
meet at Nisqually this past summer was a great honor to us." CSG acknowledged and
celebrated or commiserated with indigenous efforts within their nation and across North
America. Social media and advancing technology allowed local stakeholders to better
cooperate and coordinate across territories.152 New tools and the threat to salmon which
has the potential to harm so many provided a catalyst for further cooperation which has
not always been easily organized, due to different ideas of proper resource management
and the economic viability and long-term impact of development projects.
These networks, coalitions, or communities, also used success, celebration, and
camaraderie to keep spirits up. One interviewee discussed how the support and positivity
of collaborators was integral to the success of their work.153 Mental strength and
wellbeing was one aspect of the battle that local stakeholders faced when attempting to
enact change and impact the governance of these transboundary resources. The strong
commitment and passion for the work permeated the character of those who spent so
much of their time working, and was likely a bonding aspect of these coalitions. Such
positivity was noted in multiple interviews; even though the Alaskan executive branch
had not requested an IJC review of the transboundary region, and instead had worked on
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voluntary commitments which perhaps lengthened the process toward review of such an
enactment, stakeholders were supportive of the work being done, and maintained a
commitment toward productive relationships. It would perhaps be easy to become
overwhelmed or burned out by the bureaucracy associate with distinct decision-making
bodies, feeling like one were going nowhere. Yet that was not a story that permeated the
activist landscape. Chris Santella highlighted the role of six Southeast Alaskans in
fighting against transboundary mines (Trout Magazine, 12/15). Describing individuals
with varied relationships to transboundary resources, and who worked in different arenas,
including fishermen, the owner of a charter operation, the president of a tribal
government, highlighted the role of diversity and strength in working together. These
coalitions informed camaraderie, productivity, and the ability to influence governing
processes.
7.1.3 Stakeholder Engagement as Re-Scaling
By exerting their influence and participating through official and unofficial
channels, through small scale community events and meetings, state/provincial arenas,
and engaging with federal representatives across the region, local stakeholders asserted
their role in the governance of transboundary resources. By working across scales, the
scalar borders become more porous, and the ability to work between scales becomes
more and more feasible and helpful as the separations becomes less distinct.
Multi-level governance has continuously occurred in the PNW region. The
overlapping jurisdictions and shared governance marks a departure from strict definitions
of scale that were delineated in constitutions and formulated in the past. As stakeholders
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asserted their relevant position in continued dialogue and engagement with scaled bodies,
they asserted the relevance of additional political scales that provide insight and are also
appropriate for transboundary resource discussions. Hooghe and Marks discuss how
multi-level governance can best be structured based on four subject areas: whether
jurisdictions should be designed around communities or particular problems; whether
functions or competencies should be bundled or specific; whether the number of
jurisdictions should be limited or proliferate; and whether jurisdictions should be
designed for long-term use or fluid.154 They conclude by differentiating two types of
multi-level governance; one focused for general-purposes with non-intersecting
memberships, a limited number of levels, and that exists within a systemwide
architecture; the second is a task-specific jurisdiction with intersecting memberships, no
limit to jurisdictional levels, and is a flexible design.155 The second model is more
appropriate for common pool resources. While these frameworks of governance are not
completely innovative ideas, they are helpful in analyzing how decisions are made, and
how the constituencies they represent are included in these processes. Coordinating
between such methods, creating new methods of governance, and discussing these
possibilities are complex and provide unique opportunities for meaningful participation.
The actions of CSG and SBB fit into this second model of governance, which crossed
jurisdictions, contributing to re-scaling political processes.
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Fred Olsen of the UTTMWG spoke about the importance of state and federal
government involvement in transboundary disputes because of the international character
of the issue, speaking to the fiduciary responsibility of the government, but also the
integral “enhanced participation” of indigenous people (Alaska Public Media, 2/21/16).
The report recounted Alaska Lieutenant Governor Mallott’s assertion that public
participation would continue: “…he wants to engage with all stakeholders,” and yet
public participation was not defined, and is still yet to be defined by public officials. A
critical analysis of actual changed behavior would be helpful to assess what’s occurring
on the ground, but governmental officials have publicly stated their interest in engaging
with all stakeholders who build relationships in different formations. This
acknowledgement and public appreciation marked a shift toward increased meaningful
participation.

7.2 Scaling Down
Many scholars have commented on the rise of enhanced citizen participation in
governing processes. The efforts of individuals and not formalized institutions, bodies, or
agencies, can be referred to as a ‘scaling down’. This downward scaling, and how it is
performed by stakeholders in the PNW, was demonstrated through the activism of CSG
and SBB, as well as partner organizations. Some of this activism and participation has
been described previously; this section discusses enhanced participation through a lens of
network coordination and social capital, which was noticed and used by both local
stakeholders and government officials.
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7.2.1 Local Action and Social Capital
The enhanced activism and participation of local stakeholders in transboundary
governance illustrates a scaling down of political action. SBB actively encourages the
activism of individuals; the ‘What You Can Do’ tab on the official webpage suggests four
strategies of engagement: sign up for emails, call elected officials, volunteer, and attend
an event.156 While these suggestions are not radical, the easy-to-follow instructions for
each cultivate a sense of purpose for supporters, and encourage sustained action. Utilizing
the established and growing networks of other organizations also further increases
participation which is substantiated through relationships built on trust.
Elinor Ostrom’s conception of local participation and productive relationships in
governing shared resources, previously described in the literature review chapter, is built
on coordination and trust.157 camaraderie and supportive attitude largely characterized
the networks, and amplified the impact. “We’re all in this together,” wrote Cynthia
Wallesz, speaking to the shared responsibility of fellow stakeholders to act and engage
with lawmakers to promote accountability, and encouraging action (Juneau Empire,
2/29/16). “Cooperative co-management showed us the way,” commented Lorraine
Loomis, chair of the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission, regarding the agreement
that ended a deadlock in Washington fisheries for the 2016 season (Indian Country
Today, 6/10/16). Trust and cooperation between stakeholders from various perspectives
multiplied the potential for impact and increased productivity. This coordination fits well
into Gerry Stoker’s governance framework, which was discussed previously. Stoker
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characterized governance as involving the blurring of boundaries, the power dependence
of relationships involved in collective action, and self-governing networks. The
collaboration of local-level engagement strategies compounded impact in the PNW
regarding salmon and transboundary resource governance; working together substantiated
and increased social capital.158 As described previously through Elisabet Cots’ analysis,
stakeholder social capital, which was cultivated in the PNW, assisted in weaving
solidarity, managed collective action, and facilitated sharing intellectual capital.159
Grassroots and bottom-up movements have generated social capital and garnered much
attention in the past decade. Through solidarity, collective action, and facilitating
intellectual capital (through gathering and disseminating information, and enabling
dialogue), local stakeholders largely operated within a social capital framework.160
This social capital framework is largely deliberative in nature. The Occupy
movement gained celebrity, as did the Idle No More campaign in Canada; the Black
Lives Matter movement has garnered respect or notoriety depending who you ask. Each
campaign utilized people and bodies on the ground, sharing their experiences as
witnesses to what they each identified as injustice. Similarly, the PNW continues to
support and utilize local power to fight against what they often articulate as contradictory
interests. SBB, CSG, and organizations who are part of their networks articulated their
respect for industry officials in pursuing financial advantage—the specific aims of these
sectors—and the role of governmental entities in carrying out their duties. CSG aimed to
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identify common platforms and shared values across these divisions, and was respectful
of jurisdictional bodies, both tribal and non-tribal. Creating a table for speaking and
hearing viewpoints of leaders and community members was one method of scaling down
discussions through participation. Protest and community gatherings, described in
previous chapters, were also methods that provided opportunities for voicing opinion and
action.
Sharing and generating scientific data also allowed those on the ground to create
the work and contribute to governing processes; the role of community members in
collecting data samples, analyzing, and forming databases characterizes a shared duty of
policy coordination. Participation in public hearings, writing and speaking publicly about
these issues, and coordinating public events like SBB’s participation in the annual Fourth
of July parade in Juneau were all examples of local activism, and thus the scaling down
of governing processes. The sheer volume of participants in these events demonstrated
the growing force of social capital, and the scaling down of governance.
Government officials have also noticed and encouraged this trend of increased
participation; Jake Jacobs, a spokesman for the BC Ministry of Energy and Mines, was
reported saying he believes that the involvement of neighboring jurisdictions in
authorization processes is the best way to address transboundary concerns (Vice News,
8/18/15). Alaska Governor Bill Walker discussed the need for enhanced communication,
collaboration on data collection, and local input, as he worked toward the establishment
of an MoU and subsequent SoC, visiting multiple communities in BC and AK along the
way with a BC representative (Alaska Business Monthly, 9/1/15). In a letter to the editor
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about defending Alaska against transboundary mining, Alaska state legislator Dan Ortiz
(I-Ketchikan) wrote, “I encourage those who have interests in the fishing and tourism
industries, and citizens who are concerned about threats to our way of life…to reach out
to your state legislators, the governor’s office, and the Alaska congressional delegation.
Make your voices heard…” (Juneau Empire, 2/22/17). Civic activism and stakeholder
participation is a central component of the political landscape. While local stakeholders
have asserted their role, enhanced participation can be utilized to serve diverse aims,
which is demonstrated in the previous comments and political aims of official channels.
Enhancing participation, and the downward scaling of political action, has political
consequences. Participation can alter and shape scalar configurations.

By generating social capital and participating in a multitude of local venues, strict
political borders have become more blurred, which is largely occurring because of the
pressure and voice of stakeholder groups and activism of locals across boundaries.
Scholars, local stakeholders, and government officials have noticed this trend. Enhanced
coordination efforts have allowed stakeholders to more effectively interact across scales
to work on multiple fronts, and to participate in a myriad of ways. Utilizing the strength
of diversity and on-the-ground knowledge of numerous locals, through trust, was
especially relevant to early campaign strategies; once established, SBB for example,
leveraged its platform and marketed its mission to upper political scales, as well, using
local excitement to get the attention of larger players. CSG further substantiated the
relevance of the annual gathering after enhancing multi-jurisdictional participation and
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gaining recognition in the region and beyond, which occurred over some time. Scaling
down political action thus also facilitated more effective upward scaling, which is
discussed in the next section.

7.3 Scaling Up
“…international problems require international solutions.”161
While the state/province and nation-state are largely acknowledged as central
scales in the governance of territory and resources, much is left to be desired in their
governing practices. The state/province is inadequately established to deal with sharing
resources beyond political borders. This inadequacy is illustrated in the structure of
international law which does not allow for international treaties between these substructures. While AK and BC relations have solidified through MoUs and SoCs which
prescribe action and accountability, the importance of utilizing international agreements
has been described on multiple accounts, largely because these formalities are not based
on “trust and a handshake,” and stakeholders want binding commitments with measures
to ensure accountability (Juneau Empire, 2/17/16).
Both the MoU and SoC are not legally binding documents, which was reiterated
again and again in interviews, informal conversation, and various news articles.162 SBB
and local stakeholders were concerned about the use of voluntary agreements—the lack
of accountability is one key concern; furthermore, they worried that such agreements
would act as a form of appeasement for the provincial/state governments (Undercurrent
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News, 12/4/15).163 Voluntary agreements and non-enforceable measures utilized by the
state and province did not satisfy the interests of local stakeholders, and thus an upper
scale of government was sought, as well. “In fact, absent federal government
involvement in this, it can’t have any teeth because under the US Constitution the State
cannot engage in any treaties with foreign governments,” said Alaskan and Petersburg,
resident Brian Lynch (KFSK, 12/14/15). Local stakeholders across the region and
economic/social fields seemed united in that they did not oppose MoUs, SoCs, or
informal working relationships. However, many also articulated that these mechanisms
are only one aspect of governing practice; stakeholders continuously requested and
articulated the need for enforceable mechanisms, as well.
The intricacies of mining in the transboundary Taku, Stikine, and Unuk rivers
involve complex, multi-scale governing processes. Fly fishermen Matt Boline spoke to
these dynamics, explicating some of the relevant components: “…the international
border, several levels of government, international treaties and resources of great
significance…so it cannot be solved just by voluntary agreements between Alaska and
B.C.” (Juneau Empire, 2/21/16). The complexities of governing the shared resources of
the region were largely acknowledge by local stakeholders.164
The lack of accountability was a dominant concern regarding voluntary
mechanisms, but other concerns also included transparency, and political ties, referring
both to party-affiliation and industry connections. Furthermore, some local stakeholders
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suggested that governments should perform adequate regulatory measures, which has
been a large concern with the BC liberal party and the Ministry of Energy and Mines.165
The process to obtain mine permits is also quite lax, which drew major criticism from
local stakeholders who were concerned about repercussions of deregulated mining
practices. The state/province and federal governments were characterized as lacking;
international mechanisms were thus sought to rectify these inadequacies.
In the Salish Sea, local stakeholders campaigned in 2016 to make the shared
waters a World Heritage Site (CTV, 9/2/16). Such a title would garner global recognition
and protection for the unique historical, cultural, and natural richness, and would mark an
upward scaling of protection and global acknowledgment. Scaling concerns and common
interests to this level serves as one mechanism for elevating transboundary issues.
7.3.1. International Treaties and Government-to-Government Relations
Treaties are already in place between American and Canadian federal
governments and the tribes and First Nations of North America, which frames the
working relationships of those in the PNW. Local stakeholders utilized this common
structure to provide a point of suggestion for what should continue next. Emma Norman
succinctly comments on the up-scaling of water governance in the PNW by the CSG;
individual actors, bands, and tribes joined together, forming a collective Coast Salish
Nation, garnering more capacity in doing so, and more accurately reflecting traditional
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territories.166 The formation of a singular “nation” entity by these indigenous groups
further substantiated and created the structure for nation-to-nation relations. Organizing
as one ‘Nation,’ CSG aligned multiple tribes, bands, and communities, which elevated
the discussion: a scaling up of political activity.167 However, this type of upward scaling
allows for only certain stakeholders to take part in the discussion. While indigenous
people have incommensurable sovereign rights, SBB and CSG articulated their position
that all locals have a special relationship with the land, waterways, and salmon. Reifying
nations and national relations was thus not a central aim of these groups, but instead a
method of engagement that allowed for more voices to be heard, and that ideally may
lead to changing governing processes. The elevation of the Coast Salish to nation-status
was one mechanism of upward scaling that substantiated government-to-government
relations. While SBB largely advocated and encouraged international action through the
IJC, it largely engaged with networks and individuals across scalar jurisdictions to insight
such activity. While CSG and SBB utilized different strategies, each targeted elevated
jurisdictional scales as an important aspect of comprehensive transboundary resource
governance.
While it is logical for indigenous nations to work on a nation-to-nation and
government-to-government basis, and for the US and Canada to work together through
treaties or joint projects, the anarchic international system is largely predicated on norms
of cooperation and institutional measures of accountability are largely lacking. It is a
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commitment of the federal government to carry out the promises it has made, and
unlikely a higher court or judicial system would ever be exerted if a party were to not
perform as they had agreed.168 As such, local stakeholders engaged across multiple
scales. While SBB aimed to enact the IJC, the process of review itself, should the IJC be
enacted, would take time. Thus, while seeking IJC enactment was logically not
characterized as a ‘golden ticket,’ it was a main component of campaign strategy for
responsible transboundary resource governance. The culture and norms of participation
are components of governing processes, and working across borders with people is one
way that these stakeholders addressed and encouraged mores of cooperation.

7.4 ‘Glocalization,’ Participation, and Deliberative Democracy
Scholars have noted that the networked organization of the global economy has
been re-ordering, simultaneously becoming more local and regionalized, and also transnationalized.169 These trends have been commented on previously in the PNW context;
international relations have been encouraged, as has local participation through public
hearing debates, scientific methodology, letters to the editor, protests, and community
events. Exclusivity of power and policy trends are moving away from the nation-state
model. It would perhaps be unwise to emphasize this point too much; states are still the
building block of international relations and the global political sphere. Yet it should be
recognized that the continuous transfer of power marks a shift in global relations since
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the beginning of the Westphalian state in the 17th century. And this shift is being
contributed to through the actions of local stakeholders, who are engaging across
jurisdictional scales, and thus restructuring the scales.
Erik Swyngedouw discusses glocalization in relation to globalization, the
increasing trade exchange of information, values, and goods, across borders; while he
draws attention to the growing scape of local activism, Swyngedouw also cautions
against this re-scaling as one that may lead to more “…autocratic, undemocratic and
authoritarian (quasi-)state apparatuses,” largely wary of the neoliberal surge and downfall
of the welfare state.170 While the capitalist structure of the global sphere characterizes the
globe, in the PNW, local activists cross sectors of social, economic, and political groups,
give reason to question Swyngedouw’s severe concerns about access and opportunity.
However, such a critique does bring up questions of international law, sovereignty, and
enforcement mechanisms, which are complex, multi-faceted systems. Kaufman et al.
comment on the weak status of international water law compared to national legislation
which largely addresses watersheds:
When asking what are the main differences between domestic and international
watershed disputes, we clearly are pointing out issues within the realm of the
social sciences including the dominant concept of sovereignty, the lack of
enforcement mechanisms, the relative weakness of international law, the absence
of the federal state as a built-in mediator, the disparities among the riparians in
types of political regimes, the social structure, the chauvinistic attitudes of
stakeholders, and the cultural value system.171
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This scholarship highlights the complexities of bringing in multiple stakeholder
groups and the social dynamics encompassed within and between said groups. The
specific application and framework for addressing these concerns of transboundary water
disputes, however, are context-specific. The specific manner of re-scaling was carried out
in a variety of ways, but it occurs across scales. Schulz et al.’s discussion of looking at
policy, politics, and polity is a helpful framework for analyzing how governance occurs.
CSG largely focused on policy and common interests in the annual gathering, trying to
mitigate political divisions and best serve the population surrounding the Salish Sea. SBB
attempted to influence policy and politics, utilizing the polity of the PNW to change
governing and industry action. These different strategies utilized local and international
scales to achieve their intended outcomes.
Discussing the dynamic formulations of scale and engagement methods across
scalar jurisdictions is a unique analysis tool that may provide insight into how
institutions, governing mechanisms, and communities interact. Stakeholders are thus in a
strategic position in society in that they can mobilize and exert pressure across formalized
governing scales. The nature of these actions, and the value placed on this contribution,
encourages further research into how scalar processes contribute to governance and vice
versa.
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8. STAKEHOLDERS AND GOVERNING SCALES RE-VISITED

This thesis served to further problematize the governance of transboundary
resources; it illuminated how local stakeholders contribute to the governance of flow
resources like salmon and water using deliberative engagement methods that led to rescaling trends. This chapter concludes by briefly summarizing each of the previous
chapters before discussing some of the limitations of the study, illuminating some of the
perspectives this study did not consider, and providing recommendations for future
research.
This paper began with a literature review, which provided an analytical
framework that situated the research project. The project aimed to discuss how local
stakeholders contribute to the responsible governance of transboundary resources in the
Pacific Northwest. To conduct such an undertaking, it was helpful to situate three broad
concepts: governance, stakeholders, and politics of scale. I presented the holistic concept
of governance as a process conducted by and through governmental and nongovernmental actors. Discussing environmental and water governance as flowing, shared
jurisdictions further served to complicate how governance is carried out through various
formal and informal institutions and actors, including stakeholders. Next, the literature
review presented stakeholders as those who may impact or are impacted by decisions,
decision-making processes, or the use of these transboundary resources. This concept was
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discussed first from a managerial standpoint, and subsequently from a conflict
perspective, which included a conversation about how stakeholders can be categorized,
and their capacity to influence action. A central aspect of stakeholder action can be
analyzed through a scalar lens which illustrates the layered jurisdictions of governance at
local, state/province, nation, and international scales. This politics of scale discussion was
integral for the exploration of how local stakeholders engage with governing bodies and
decision-making processes, because it situated where the conversations were taking place
and how they were occurring.
Chapter 3 provided a brief discussion of the PNW, which helped situate the
project as a whole and introduced the organizations that served as a case study for the
project—the Coast Salish Gathering (CSG) and Salmon Beyond Borders (SBB). The
research methodology was subsequently explored in Chapter 4, which highlighted the
qualitative nature of the project, and discussed how CSG and SBB and their networked
partners were studied through a thematic analysis of public documents and semi-formal
interviews with local stakeholders; this case study provided a unique perspective that
helped draw parallel trends and note differences in how these organizations operated, and
shaped governing practice. It was not a complete study or characterization, but rather a
coloring of two puzzle pieces in the arena of PNW stakeholder engagement regarding
shared salmon resources, in the larger puzzle of scalar governance processes and local
stakeholder participation.
The discussion chapters followed; Chapter 5 highlighted specific methods used by
local stakeholders to promote the sustainable salmon populations, and discussed
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configurations of governance with blurred scales. Engagement methods used by
stakeholders varied from formalized presentations at public hearings, to letters to the
editor, to community events that garnered attention and generated social capital, but
largely engaged with local and international scales. Utilizing a multitude of engagement
methods, and fulfilling more than a watchdog role in society, is now a norm for local
stakeholder organizations, which was commented on by previous scholars in the literature
review, as well. Chapter 6 discussed how deliberative values and meaningful engagement
strategies were conducted to generate a wider action network of local stakeholders, and
attempted to convince decision-makers of the severity of declining salmon health.
Dialogue and cooperation were embodied to continue productive relationships; the shared
value of a shared place—referring to the waterways and lands of the PNW—was
communicated; and the generation and dissemination of science and education were
dominant aspects of how CSG and SBB interacted with various governing scales.
Chapter 7 subsequently discussed how the participation of CSG and SBB and their
affiliates in transboundary resource discussions illustrated and contributed to re-scaling
governance processes. Specifically, it drew attention to the growing movement of both
international and local politics, a trend noticed by contemporary scholars, and how
rescaling largely occurs through public participation.
The findings of this project are not radical and do not significantly alter current
scholarly thought. Instead, they provide an illustration of current activism practice in the
PNW, situating the region in a global scape. This project helped to conceptualize how a
deepening participatory and deliberative democracy may shift notions of static,
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distinguished scales of governance to more blurred jurisdictions. The activism of local
stakeholders in the region revealed how governing processes occur at various scales, but
also across borders; decision-making and governing is not scale-specific. However, the
scope of the project was quite limited. The re-scaling upward and downward trends of
mobility, toward both local and international scales, revealed through the project may be
too broad to look at through such a limited project that focused on the engagement of the
organizations from 2015-2017, a relatively brief time. While similar in some aims, CSG
and SBB differed in structures, approaches, and strategies of their work. Thus, the
patterns commented on in this project should be taken with a grain of salt. However, the
dense civic activism of the region does demonstrate that democratic practices are
thickening; this inclination could be part of a greater global trend. Future research may
utilize the findings of this project to better complete the puzzle, which would likely
include a broader sample of organizations and stakeholder involvement methods, as well
as a broader timeframe.
Studying other local stakeholders, both as organizations and individuals would be
beneficial in this process. It would also be insightful to draw more attention to the role
that industry-affiliates play in governing processes; energy and extractive industries both
play a dominant role in the PNW, and their perspectives are largely lacking in this study.
Another relevant dynamic in this case study was that of gender; a substantial number of
the leaders and organizers in this case study were women, which is interesting in a field
(fisheries) largely dominated by men. The use of gendered language on the high seas, and
the long history of indigenous women in North America as water protectors, as in the
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case of the Ojibwa, Anishnaabe peoples, are two further examples of gender dynamics
that were relevant in the PNW context of local stakeholder participation. While these
dynamics were interesting and inspired comment, they were not pertinent to the focus of
this study, and in fact raised more questions than they answered. Future scholarship and
attention would be helpful in extrapolating meaning from gendered participation in
transboundary resource governance, and particularly that of flow resources like salmon
and water.
Engaging with lawmakers in a more systematic and organized manner would also
be helpful to discuss if they sense a change in governing processes. This study was the tip
of the iceberg. Salmon characterize the region, and activism regarding the long-term
sustainability and prosperity of salmon populations and the communities that depend on
them will continue, which presents many opportunities for future research. The study of
salmon provides opportunities for discussion on regionalism, cooperation, and
glocalizing processes. Discussing water and flow resources like salmon, Richard Perry et
al. conclude that effective governing processes must reflect specific contexts, cautioning
against making generalities about the complexities of human and geophysical processes,
or describing uni-linear trajectories about the meaning of these resources.172 This project
examined the PNW, and while comparisons can be made, context-specific knowledge
should not be unduly extrapolated. More research is necessary.
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In short, this thesis discussed how local stakeholders engaged with governing
bodies in the PNW, preparing the audience to reflect on shared resource governance and
how borders and jurisdictions are conceptualized, created, and re-created. It used salmon
to illustrate how transboundary resources can be governed and shared across
communities, creating shared processes across social, political, and economic divides.
Building alliances across these divisions compounded the influence of local stakeholders,
which provides a framework for future participatory governing processes that more
responsibly engage the wishes of local stakeholders.
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Appendix B
Interview Questions

Questions for Semi-Structured Interviews with Stakeholders
Goals
• The organization you’re working with is working on multiple fronts [list
projects]; what are you broadly working toward?
o How are you working toward that end? Who is your organization’s
support base/constituency? How do you engage with them?
Ideal Outcomes
• Is there an ideal outcome or structure that would achieve your goals?
• What are some of the barriers to achieving that?
o How do you address these barriers?
Current Governing Practices, Agreements, Laws
• What current governing practices, agreements, and institutions are you engaging
with to achieve that?
o How is [insert mentioned practice i.e. the ICJ] specifically applicable?
Have you seen any changes to current practices since you’ve been
involved in the salmon network?
Partnerships
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•

I know that your organization works with a variety to organizations and
individuals including [insert players i.e. state legislators, specific other
organizations, etc.]; how do you engage with them?
o Do you collaborate on multiple projects? Over time? What is the nature of
these relationships? Are there actors in the field that your organization
does not work with? Why not?
Follow Up
• Is there anything else that you feel is important to understand your work? Or that
you’re excited about right now?
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